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INTRODUCTION 

The appearance of detective fiction in Latin America 

is relatively recent, and its recognition as a genre 

of literary merit has only begun to develop over the 

last two decades. While the English and Araerican versions 

of the form have enjoyed a long and well-established 

popularity with both critics and the mainstream audience, 

the development of detective fiction in Latin America 

was quite different and its critical acceptance much 

longer in coming. Before the 1940s, raost of the detective 

fiction in Latin Araerica was comprised of translations 

of English and French works (Boucher 2105). Even Victoria 

Ocampo, a well-known figure in Argentine literature, 

was quoted as telling a guest who had comraented upon 

a wall of bookshelves full of hundreds of detective novels 

in English that "the only language in which detective 

stories should be read is English!" This occurred in 

the 1930s and according to Donald Yates, one of the fore-

raost authorities on the Latin Araerican detective genre, 

it is quite likely that Ocarapo later changed her opinion, 

especially "in view of the fact that it was within the 

covers of the Buenos Aires intellectuals' raagazine, Sur 

(edited by Ocarapo), that the earliest and unquestionably 

sorae of the finest exaraples of the true Latin Araerican 

detective story first appeared" (Yates, "Spanish" 228). 



Anthony Boucher, another well-known figure in the circles 

of the raystery-dective genre, comraents in an article 

written in 1947 that "several years ago the most noted 

authority on Latin American literature told rae flatly, 

'There are no Latin-Araerican detective stories'" (2105). 

In the same article, however, Boucher discusses the r ise 

of Latin Araerican detective fiction, attributing its 

proliferation in Argentina to Jorge Luis Borges and Adolfo 

Bioy Casares. 

Argentinian raystery-raongery has flourished 
ever since, thanks chiefly to the team of 
Jorge Luis Borges and Adolfo Bioy Casares. 
Both noted raen of letters in other fields, 
these two have collaborated on a highly 
intelligent anthology of French, English and 
American detective stories translated by the 
editors, plus a few Argentinian origi-
nals. . . The same two raen have produced 
under the joint pseudonym of H. Bustos Domecq 
a reraarkable book of short stories, Seis 
probelraas para Don Isidro Parodi. . (2106) 

Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi was published 

in 1942 and is considered to be araong the best works 

of the early detective genre not only in Argentina but 

in Latin Araerica as a whole. The priraary interest of 

the present study lies with this collection of stories. 

For the purpose of raaking the raaterial raore accessible 

to a wider readership, all quotes and story titles will 

be taken frora the English translation of Seis probleraas 

by Norraan Thoraas di Giovanni, Borges' secretary and 

principal English-language translator. Although Seis 



probleraas is by no raeans the raasterpiece of the Argentine 

detective genre, it is of sufficient literary raerit to 

have ensured its inclusion in any coraplete history of 

the detective genre. Rodolfo J. Walsh cites Seis probleraas 

as the first collection of detective fiction composed 

exclusively in Spanish. 
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Despite the recognition of its value in the develop-

ment of the genre, Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi 

has not yet been the subject of any coraprehensive 

literary criticisra. It is not the intention of this 

study to provide a coraprehensive exaraination of the 

detective genre itself but to bring to the reader's 

attention various eleraents and factors that contribute 

to the atraosphere in which Seis problemas para Don Isidro 

Parodi was conceived and written. To remedy prior criti-

cal neglect is the goal of this study. 

Before beginning a critical analysis of Seis 

probleraas, consideration must be given to the beginnings 



of detective fiction as a genre in both Europe and the 

United States and consequently in Latin Araerica, raore 

specifically Argentina. 

Following the presentation of historical background, 

an in-depth analysis of Seis probleraas para Don Isidro 

Parodi will be presented. This analysis will consist 

of a structural definition of the detective genre and 

the reader's role, a discussion of the iraportance of 

characterization and setting within the genre, and a 

critical examination of each of the six stories that 

coraprise Seis probleraas. The thematic scope of this 

collection of short stories is quite broad and merits 

ample consideration. There are several primary theraatic 

areas to be explored: tirae, satire, intellectuality, 

the investigative process, intertexuality, reality, 

and social content. The irapact of detective fiction 

frora Europe and the United States is unquestionably 

one of the raore important factors in the formation of 

the genre in Latin America. Another interest pursued 

in this study is to investigate how these influences 

manifest themselves in Seis probleraas para Don Isidro 

Parodi. Examination of these extrinsic factors will 

first focus on the eleraents of the classic "whodonit" 

in each story and then consider the possible influence 

of other previously well-known figures of international 

fiction upon the formation of the stories' characters. 



Analysis of the aforeraentioned areas will provide 

a foundation for demonstrating literary merits of Seis 

problemas para Don Isidro Parodi. The book's importance 

within the historical developraent of the genre will 

be explored together with its significance in the spec-

trura of Argentine and world literature. 



CHAPTER I 

HISTORY OF THE DETECTIVE GENRE 

The beginnings of the detective genre are difficult 

to pinpoint exactly. Dennis Porter presents the raost 

obvious reason for this in his book, The Pursuit of Crirae. 

According to Porter, two very different views have evolved 

concerning the genesis of the detective story. 

Historians of detective literature may be 
differentiated according to whether they take 
the long or the short view of their subject. 
Those taking the long view claim that the 
detective is as old as Oedipus and serendipity 
or at least eighteenth century China. Those 
maintaining the short view assurae that 
detective fiction did not appear before the 
nineteenth century and the creation of the 
new police in Paris and London, that its 
inventor, in the 1840s, was Edgar Allen Poe, 
and that it reached its golden age in the 
opening decades of the twentieth century with 
the nonviolent problera novel. (11) 

Most authorities agree with the latter view. It is true 

that murder, rape, thievery and other crimes have existed 

as literary themes for centuries. It is possible, 

however, that those of the forraer view raay have confused 

the bringing to justice of the wrongdoer as a result 

of sorae sort of detection which most frequently is not 

the case in literature produced before the nineteenth 

century. The Greek tragedies, in particular, Oedipus 

Rex, are often presented as examples of early detective 

fiction by those who raaintain the "long view." Oedipus 

6 



Rex differs greatly, however, from the standard detective 

story. The detective story presents a mystery, not only 

to its characters, but to the reader as well. In the 

case of Oedipus, the solution is given at the outset. 

The reader knows the whole story and is fairly certain 

of the outcorae. Another reason why Oedipus cannot be 

considered the first detective is that he does not use 

his intellect to solve any probleras. The answers he 

seeks are revealed to him by circurastance, not his own 

rational deduction. 

The two different views create a need for defining 

"detective" and "detective fiction." For the purpose 

of this study, a detective is defined as a person who 

atterapts to solve criraes through the gathering of 

inforraation and the intellectual interrogation or analysis 

of that inforraation. Detective fiction will be considered 

any sort of fiction that deals with the detective as 

a major character. 

The second and far raore popular view presented by 

Porter is the one which clearly raeets the criteria given 

for "detective" and "detective fiction." It is widely 

accepted that the first detective story was written by 

Edgar Allen Poe (1809-1849). In April of 1841, Poe 

published "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" in Grahara's 

Magazine. Poe also published two other stories in 1845: 

"The Purloined Letter" and "The Mystery of Marie Roget." 
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Howard Haycraft, author of Murder for Pleasure: The 

Life and Tiraes of the Detective Story, coraraents upon 

the iraportance of these three stories as archetypes for 

raodern detective fiction. 

These three early atterapts, totalling only 
a few thousand words, established once and 
for all the raold and pattern for thousands 
upon thousands of works of police fiction 
which have followed. The first tale exarapli-
fied, loosely, the physical type of detective 
story. In the second, Poe reverted to the 
opposite extreme of the purely raental. Finding 
this (presuraably) equally unsatisfactory, 
the artist in him led, inescapably in the 
third story to the balanced type. Thus, 
swiftly, and in the brief corapass of only 
three slight narratives, he [Poe] foretold 
the entire evolution of the detective roraance 
as a literary form. (11) 

Auguste Dupin, the detective frora "The Murders in the 

Rue Morgue" appears in the two later stories as well. 

Antonio Plannells, in his article "El genero detectivesco 

en Hispanoaraérica" says of Dupin: 

En los tres cuentos raencionados aparece el 
detective aficionado Dupin, horabre excéntrico, 
reservado y de carácter reflexivo. Aderaás 
de poseer una poderosa raente analítica, Dupin 
es un gran conocedor de la psicologia huraana 
y aficionado a las raateraáticas y la poesía. 
(460) 

Unfortunately, this type of story was not very popular 

with the readers and Poe turned his interest to other 

areas. 

One question frequently asked by students of 

detective fiction is "why did it not appear until the 

nineteenth century?" The raost siraple answer is that 



there were no professional detectives before the 19th 

century and as literature often raodels life, there were 

none of these figures to write about. There are two 

conflicting opinions concerning the appearance of the 

first real detective. According to Antonio Plannells, 

the first detective was a Vidcocq, a Frenchman who began 

his detective career in 1817. 
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Ellery Queen, pseudonyra for two American cousins, Manfred 

B. Lee and Frederic Dannay, raaintains that the first 

detective appeared later in London. 
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Vidocq was actually the first detective to appear on 

the scene, but perhaps Queen does not accept Vidocq 

because of the latter's rumored involvement with crirae 

as well as its solution. Vidocq's career as a detective 
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was infaraous, to say the least. He was often accused 

(along with his agents who were raostly ex-convicts) of 

raaster-rainding robberies that were later "solved" by 

his own agency in order to receive the fee that was paid 

for each arrest. In 1827 Vidocq was forced to resign 

and was replaced by Coco Lacour, one of his ex-convict 

agents. He returned to the agency five years later but 

was constantly pursued by the authorities for his unortho-

dox raethods. His agency, Le Bureau des Renseigneraents, 

was eventually shut down. After the Bureau was closed, 

Vidocq began writing about his exploits and in 1828 and 

1829 published his Meraoires, four voluraes of "crirae 

stories." Meraoires contains colorful tales filled with 

thieves, prostitutes and other assorted rogues. Vidocq 

also offers short descriptions of the different skills 

involved in his detection such as taking irapressions 

of footraarks or disguising hiraself to collect inforraation 

frora any nuraber of unsavory characters. Many writers 

drew their stories or characters, at least in part, frora 

Vidocq's Meraoires. Araong such authors were Victor Hugo, 

Honoré de Balzac, Wilkie Collins, Charles Dickens, and 

the grand-raaster hiraself, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 

Vidocq's Meraoires also greatly influenced a French writer, 

Eraile Gabriau. Gabriau wrote twenty-one novels before 

his death in 1873 and is best known for creating the 

detective Monsieur Lecoq (presumably based upon Vidocq). 
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It is interesting to note that in Vidocq's tirae 

the author's and reader's fascination and syrapathies 

usually lay not with the detective but with the crirainal 

Balzac even based the character of Vautrin from Le Pere 

Goriot upon Vidocq. The criminal was not seen as a 

villain but a heroic roraantic figure. Edward Bulwar-

Lytton (1803-1873), an English novelist, wrote several 

books in which the crirainal is depicted as good and the 

established authority as corrupt. Julian Symons in his 

book Bloody Murder attributes this to social conditions 

that existed early in the 19th century. 

The books sprang frora the conception of the 
crirainal as a roraantic outsider, a raan 
condemned to the life he led by the cruelty 
of an unjust society and a corrupt or ignorant 
judiciary, that was prevalent during the first 
half of the nineteenth century. (34) 

Another book that was written before Vidocq's Memoires 

were published but that propounds a similar attitude 

toward authority is Caleb Williaras, published in 1794. 

Caleb Williaras was written by Williara Godwin (1756 1836) 

According to Syraons, 

[It is] about a raurder, its detection, and 
the unrelenting pursuit by the raurderer of 
the person who has discovered his guilt. 
It was also for Godwin a raeans of expounding 
his Anarchist beliefs, and because of this 
is not usually considered as coming within 
the crirae story's critical canon. (28-29) 

Godwin's novel represents societal attitudes prevalent 

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
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Law enforceraent was seen only as a great raachine of which 

the coramon raan was destined to become the victim. The 

laws of the establishment were often perceived and 

portrayed "not as a defense against crime but as its 

cause" (Porter 16). Dennis Porter cites Charles Dickens' 

Oliver Twist and Victor Hugo's Les Miserables and Last 

Day of a Condemned Man as excellent examples of these 

attitudes. 

Around the raiddle of the nineteenth century these 

attitudes began to change until, as Porter states, "the 

raoral seriousness which expressed itself in the political 

radical's syrapathy for the victiras of society's laws 

and institutions finds no echo in the central tradition 

of the detective story" (22). 

An indisputable link exists between democracy and 

the detective story. It is interesting to note that 

the detective story began to flourish simultaneously 

with a changing attitude toward established law enforce-

raent. The police systems in both England and France 

underwent structural changes that improved public 

perception of law enforcement. There was a growing sense 

of social justice in both countries. This new confidence 

in law enforceraent strengthened the old idea that 

criminals could and should be controlled. As Haycraft 

states, "Enlightened raen began to realize that only by 

methodical apprehension and just punishment of actual 
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offenders could crime be adequately curbed and controlled" 

(5). The principle that the individual is innocent until 

proven guilty and maintains the right to a fair trial 

gave rise to a need for scientific, methodical, and 

impartial detection. This sort of atmosphere exists 

primarily in deraocratic countries and it is in deraocratic 

countries that the detective novel has flourished. 

The significant thing to know and reraeraber 
is that detection and the detective story 
definitely thrive in proportion to the strength 
of deraocratic tradition and the essential 
decency of nations; while the closer 
governments approach legalized gangsterisra 
and rule-by-force, the less likely we are 
to find conscientious crirainal investigation 
or any body of corapetent detective literature. 
(317) 

Editors Dick Allen and David Chacko explain this connec-

tion briefly in their introduction to Detective Fiction: 

Crirae and Coraproraise. 
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Since Poe's time, the detective genre has raushrooraed 

into an infinite nuraber of works and authors. Although 

the reaction of Poe's readers was tepid at best, the 
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raodern-day appetite for detective fiction seems to be 

insatiable. In order to bring the genre into a modern-day 

focus it is necessary to have some sort of chronological 

knowledge of the detective story's developraent. It would 

be irapossible to raention all of the detective writers 

of raerit since 1841; there were raany. This study, there-

fore deals only with those writers who have exerted the 

greatest influence upon the basic developraent of the 

genre in Latin America. The popularity of the translated 

works of these authors was a primary catalyst for the 

initial production of Latin Araerican detective fiction. 

After Poe published his stories, an English writer, 

Wilkie Collins (1824-1889) published The Woraan in White 

(1860) and The Moonstone (1868). Collins, who is faraous 

not only for his works of detective fiction but also 

for being one of the few writers to influence Charles 

Dickens, is credited with initiating the popularity of 

the detective genre in England. 

In France, Eraile Gaboriau is considered the father 

of the genre. Araong the raany novels he published, the 

best known is L'Affaire Lerouge (1866). Some twenty 

years later, in England, a young debt-ridden Scottish 

doctor began a novel in a desperate atterapt to raake a 

little extra money. After raonths of rejections, this 

first atterapt was finally purchased for twenty-five 

pounds. The novel, A Study in Scarlet (1887) was slow 
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to reach popularity in England but enjoyed quite a success 

in America. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle eventually becarae 

the raost celebrated raystery writer in the western world. 

The creator of the faraous detective Sherlock Holraes later 

published The Sign of the Four (1890), which raany critics 

consider the best of the Holraes novels. Haycraft also 

notes The Sign of the Four's resemblance to Wilkie 

Collins' Moonstone (Haycraft 54). Strand Magazine then 

commissioned Doyle to write a collection of twelve short 

stories. The stories were published in England and 

America in 1892 as The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. 

In 1894 The Meraoirs of Sherlock Holmes, containing eleven 

short stories, was published. 

After the publications of the second collection 

of stories, Doyle became so anxious to be rid of Holmes 

that he tried to kill the sleuth off. Public demand, 

however, was so great that Holmes appeared in 1902 in 

The Hound of the Baskervilles. Holmes reappeared in 

1905 in The Valley of Fear, in 1917 in His Last Bow, 

and finally in 1927 in The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes. 

These narratives breathed life into the nascent detective 

genre. They not only established a pattern for many 

detective works that followed (especially the British 

ones) but also gave a genre that had not yet achieved 

much moraentura the push and popularity it needed to 

continue. Haycraft states: 
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The role of Doyle and Holmes in resuscitating 
and rejuvenating the Poe-Gaboriau forraula 
was enormous and far-reaching. It is soraething 
of a paradox . . . that by raodern standards 
the tales must often be pronounced better 
fiction than detection. They undeniably gave 
new life-blood to the form; they established 
a pattern which was to endure for a genera-
tion. . . . (53-54) 

Another popular English author was Gilbert Keith 

Chesterton (1874-1936) whom Haycraft refers to as "one 

of the genuinely distinguished English men-of-letters 

of this century" (74). Chesterton is most best known 

for his creation of the priest-detective Father Brown. 

All of the Father Brown works are short stories. 

Chesterton, according to the Haycraft, "greatly enriched 

and revivified the stereotyped forra into which the 

detective story was beginning to fall when he started 

writing" (76). Chesterton's work brought a new literary 

quality to the genre which was vital to its continued 

well-being. 

One of the raost iraportant English authors belonging 

to the Holraes period is Ernest Braraah. His faraous blind 

detective Max Carrados first appeared in 1914 in the 

book siraply titled Max Carrados. published only in 

England due to the paper shortages of World War I. Like 

Father Brown, Carrados appeared only in short stories. 

The creation of Max Carrados was extreraely iraportant 

as the first of the physically liraited detectives who 

have appeared frequently in detective literature since. 
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The detective created by Borges and Bioy Casares, Don 

Isidro Parodi, is, in fact, a limited detective. Parodi 

has been imprisoned for the last fourteen years after 

being falsely accused of raurder. His cell functions 

as the physically liraiting factor, raaking contact with 

the outside world irapossible. 

Frora 1918 to 1930 England enjoyed what Haycraft 

refers to as the "golden age" of detective literature. 

The First World War raarked the end of the "roraantic 

tradition" of Holraesian literature and the new litera-

ture emerged fresher and sharper than before. The 

authors who contributed top this period are too numerous 

to permit any discussion of thera or their works in great 

detail. The principal authors of the period, according 

to Haycraft, are: E. C. Bently (Trent's Last Case [1913] 

Trent's Own Case [1936], and Trent Intervenes [1938]); 

J. S. Fletcher (The Middle Teraple Murder [1918]); Freeraan 

Wills Crofts (The Cask [1920], Inspector French's Greatest 

Case [1924]); H. C. Bailey (Call Mr. Fortune [1920]); 

Agatha Christie (Murder of Roger Ackroyd [1926]); Eden 

Philpotts (The Grey Roora [1921], Who Killed Cock Robin 

[1924]); and Dorothy L. Sayers (Whose Body? [1923], Strong 

Poison [1930]). These are the "giants" of the golden 

age of detective literature and a few of their raost 

important works. Other authors who are not so well-known 

but who contributed enough to merit recognition are 
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Cole, R. A. J. Walling, and John Rhode. These are the 

authors who exerted the greatest influence upon the 

developraent of the detective genre in England. According 

to Haycraft there were three main developments during 

this era: 

In ending our consideration of Britsh detec-
tive story for this prolific period—the 
richest single age in the literature—it raay 
be well to sumraarize briefly the chief 
developraents of the era. They were three 
in nuraber: (1) the vast improvement in the 
literacy of the detective story; (2) the new 
insistence on fidelity and plausibility, as 
opposed to the old school of raelodraraa and 
hokura; and (3) the increased eraphasis, 
particularly toward the end of the period, 
on character, with the concurrent wane of 
raechanical plot alone. In all truth, it was 
"The Golden Age." (158) 

After 1930, a new group of authors referred to as "The 

Moderns" eraerged in England. The detective literature 

of this era is rauch more stylized. As during the Golden 

Age, emphasis on character development is greater and 

in many works there is an ironic "lightened" tone. 

Another significant characteristic of this time is that 

it is the period in which British detective fiction and 

American detective fiction were most similar. Sorae of 

the raost iraportant authors of this tirae include John 

Dickson Carr, Margery Allinghamn, Michael Innes, Nicholas 

Blake, Eric Ambler, and Ngaio Marsh. 

In the United States frora 1890 to 1914, detective 

literature experienced, as Haycraft terras it, a "romantic 
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II age very similar to what was occurring in England during 

the Holraes era. Many of the raost iraportant authors of 

this period were women who established early-on a role 

for the feraale writers of detective fiction. After Poe's 

"Purloined Letter" was published in 1844, nothing of 

significant merit appeared until 1878 with Anna Katherine 

Green's The Leavenworth Case. Anna Katherine Green who 

has been called the mother, grandraother and godraother 

of the detective story (84), published sorae forty works, 

the raajority of which are detective stories. Haycraft 

terms Green's style very stilted and melodraraatic but 

redeemed by carefully constructed plots. Mary Roberts 

Rhinehart published The Man in Lower Ten (1907) and the 

Circular Staircase (1908). Unlike Green, Rhinehart was 

considered to be "a woman's author," thus limiting her 

audience. Carolyn Wells, another female author who enjoyed 

success during this period, is the creator of Fleraing 

Stone, whora Haycraft credits with "the distinction of 

more full-length appearances than any other detective 

of fiction" (92). Other significant authors of the period 

include Melville Davisson Post, Jacques Futrelle, and 

Arthur B. Reeve. Although this era did not lack in 

production, it was slower to develop and did not attain 

the stature that was achieved in England. 

Despite its slow development, the United States 

also experienced a "golden age" of sorts from 1918-1930. 
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Anna Katherine Green reraained active during this period 

but other authors were considered to be at the forefront 

of the raoveraent. In 1926, Araerica's famous detective 

Philo Vance appeared. Willard Huntington Wright, using 

the pseudonym S. S. Van Dine, published several Vance 

novels frora 1926 to 1939. The Vance novels raarked the 

"coraing of age" of the Araerican detective rauch as the 

Holraes novels did for the British sleuth. It is with 

Philo Vance, however, that a difference begins to develop 

between the British and Araerican genres. The British 

continue to cultivate faithfully the classical detective 

drawn along the lines of Holmes, while the American 

authors lean toward the raore practical, hard-boiled 

detective. The hard-nosed private eye developed fully 

in Dashiell Hararaett's works. Araong Hararaett's more 

popular novels are The Dain Curse (1929), The Maltese 

Falcon (1930), The Glass Key (1931) and The Thin Man 

(1932). Haycraft comraents upon Dashiell Hararaett's truly 

"American" style. He feels that "Hararaett's lean, dynamic, 

unsentiraental narratives created a definitely American 

style, quite separate and distinct from the accepted 

English pattern" (169). Two other extremely iraportant 

figures in Araerican detective fiction are Frederic Dannay 

and Manfred B. Lee, the authors behind the pseudonyra 

of Ellery Queen. In 1929, they published The Roraan Hat 

Mystery. This was also the first tirae that the narrator 
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and the detective were the sarae entity. Ellery Queen 

has published raany novels, short stories and anthologies 

since. Perhaps one of the raost iraportant contributions 

of these two authors, raost certainly one of the raajor 

factors influencing the genre in Latin Araerica, was the 

establishraent of Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine. The 

raagazine was founded in 1941 and still enjoys a wide 

readership today. Another very popular character created 

during the Araerican "golden age," Charlie Chan, created 

by Earl Derr Biggers, first appeared in The House Without 

a Key published in 1925. 

After 1930, the Araerican detective story raoves toward 

the psychological, and projects a raore huraorous, satirical 

quality. It is not like Hararaett's huraorous dialogue, 

but a huraor "of situation and character" (Yates, Latin 

Blood xii). The raost important authors of this time 

include Rex Stout, Mabel Seely, Mignon Eberhart, and 

the forraidable Erle Stanley Gardner. During these years 

in Araerica, and even raoreso in England, a new sense of 

social realisra developed which greatly influenced Latin 

American works. 

Detective fiction appeared relatively late as a 

genre in Latin Araerica and did not begin to gain raoraentura 

until the early 1940s. Spanish Araerican works of 

detective fiction appeared raostly in Mexico, Chile, and 

Argentina. Donald Yates proposes a possible explanation 
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for this phenoraenon in his introduction to Latin Blood: 

The Best Crirae and Detection Stories of Spanish America. 
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The first Hispanic detective is presented in "Roraan 

Calvo, el Sherlock Holraes chileno," a short story by 

Alberto Edwardo (1874-1932). According to Donald Yates, 

these stories which appeared from 1912 to 1920 do nothing 

raore than iraitate Sherlock Holraes (unsatisfactorily) 

in a Chilean setting. Another Chilean author whose works 

can be considered the beginnings of Latin Araerican 

detective fiction is Luis Enrique Delano who published 

Luces en la isla (1930), Viejos relatos (1940), and 

Historias de detectives (1940). L. A. Isla is another 

Chilean who published detective fiction, with two 

collections in 1946, El criraen del parque forestal and 

El indiferente. These were sorae of the first exaraples 

that Latin Araerican authors had to follow. Although 

detective fiction was already quite popular, until the 

1940s the only raaterial available was translations of 

English, French and Araerican works. A giant break-

through carae when the Chilean publishing house Zig-Zag 
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acquired the rights to the Spanish version of Ellery 

Queen's Mystery Magazine, one of the first magazines 

to print Latin American works, thus encouraging greater 

indigenous production. 

In Mexico, although Alfonso Quiroga should certainly 

be considered a forerunner of the detective story, it 

is not until the appearance of Pepe Vargas al teléfono 

(1925) by Antonio Helm that the actual initiation of 

the Mexican version of the genre occurs. Helm also 

published La obligaciôn de asesinar (1946), considered 

one of the best examples of the genre in Latin Araerica. 

Other Mexican authors who contributed to the genre are 

Rafael Bernal who created a Mexican Father Brown of sorts, 

and María Elvira Bermûdez who is well-known for her 

tightly structured plots. 

Without a doubt, the detective genre has been best 

cultivated in Argentina. Donald Yates quoted by Planells, 

explains: 

. , . la raz6n de que no todos los países 
latino-americanos hayan producido ficciôn 
policial estriba, principalraente, en el hecho 
de que el género exige un alto nivel de 
intelectualizaciôn de los lectores, de que 
suelen, generalraente, carecer los países sin 
un gran centro raetropolitano, donde la lucha 
por la vida no perraite largos periodos de 
ocio y donde, finalraente, existe un alto 
porcentaje de analfabetos. A la inversa, 
su carácter de gran raetrôpolis, el alto nivel 
de alfabetizaciôn y la disponsibilidad de 
tiempo libre de su poblaciôn para foraentar 
el cultivo del género policial, han hecho 
de Buenos Aires la capital latinoaraericana 
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su carácter de gran raetrôpolis, el alto nivel 
de alfabetizaciôn y la disponsibilidad de 
tiempo libre de su poblaciôn para foraentar 
el cultivo del género policial, han hecho 
de Buenos Aires la capital latinoaraericana 
del 'whodonit.' (Planells, El género 
detectivesco 465) 

The detective genre did not get a real start in Latin 

America until the 1940s. Until 1942, there were no 

stories published except in raagazines; no books were 

dedicated to whole collections. Seis probleraas para 

Don Isidro Parodi was the first book entirely of detective 

fiction published in Argentina and so takes on a new 

importance, that of being the first of its kind, the 

beginning of a developing genre. Other iraportant 

Argentine authors in addition to Borges and Bioy Casares 

include Jerônirao Del Rey (pseudonyra of Leonardo 

Castellani), and Manuel Peyrou, author of La espada 

dormida (1945), La noche repetida (1953), and El arbôl 

de Judas (1961). Two other important authors who have 

continued in the genre are Adolfo Pérez Zelaschi and 

Rodolfo J. Walsh. Although much was produced in the 

field of detective fiction in these years, very little 

of it is recognized today as possessing significant 

literary raerit. 

Jorge Luis Borges, one half of the H. Bustos Domecq 

teara, has been credited with writing what is considered 

to be the true raasterwork of the detective genre. 

Published in 1942, "La rauerte y la brújula" is considered 
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perfection of style are an overpowering exaraple of Borges' 

literary genius. Two other stories by Borges which reach 

alraost the sarae level are "El jardin de senderos que 

se bifurcan" (1942) and "Abencaján el Bojarí, rauerto 

en su propio laberinto" (1951) (Planells, "El género 

policíaco" 152-53). 

There are other authors who have developed the use 

of detective fiction as a sub-plot in their works rather 

well. Although they cannot be considered true detective 

writers, they deserve recognition for their variation 

upon the genre. They include Ernesto Sábato, author 

of El túnel and Sobre héroes y turabas; Marco Denevi, 

author of Rosaura a las diez; and Julio Cortázar who 

wrote Las Arraas Secretas, a collection of stories which 

includes "Las babas del diablo," the short story upon 

which the 1966 filra "Blow-up" was based (Plannels, "El 

género detectivesco" 470), 

All of the authors who have been mentioned here 

are important to the genre, but this study will focus 

priraarily upon the first collection of Argentine detective 

fiction, Seis probleraas para don Isidro Parodi, the 

relation to its genre and to conteraporary Spanish American 

literature as a whole. 



CHAPTER II 

A STRUCTURAL DEFINITION AND 

THE READER'S ROLE 

The task of defining detective fiction by its coramon 

features seems at first an easy one; however, due to the 

raany variations which occur within the genre, this is 

sometiraes not the case. There are basic elements that 

shape the internal structure of the detective story; these 

will be the priraary concern of this chapter. The tradi-

tional detective story's structure is prescribed to a 

certain extent by several essential elements. The terra 

"traditional" will be better explained by a definition 

of these eleraents because the eleraents theraselves raake 

the detective story traditional. After the liraits of 

the structure have been established, it will then be 

possible to exaraine in following chapters the text of 

Seis Probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi as it functions 

within the confines and liraitations of this literary forra. 

One of the first eleraents liraiting structure occurs 

unfailingly in all detective fiction. This is the 

presentation of a problem or enigma that must be solved. 

The iraportance of this eleraent is self-evident; without 

the puzzle there would be no story. Lee Wright, author 

of The Pocket Book of Great Detectives, raaintains that 

it is this "puzzle" eleraent that sets detective fiction 

26 
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apart from ordinary fiction. Wright defines the actual 

mechanics of the detective story quite well. 
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The puzzle eleraent of detective and raystery fiction 

is closely associated with a rule by which raany works 

were written—the rule of fair play. The rule of fair 

play is viewed by raany critics of detective fiction as 

a coramandraent that should not be broken. Howard Haycraft 

defines fair play as 
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The fair play rule deraands that the story follow a 

logical, causative sequence and that this logic be, not 

necessarily obvious, but available to the reader who 
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can find it. With this type of narrative, the reader 

and the detective are "equals." There is no tirae lapse 

in the enlightenraent process. This superficial equality 

is perpetually challenged by the reader who tries to 

solve the puzzle before the detective, thus asserting 

his superiority. The reader is seldora successful, but 

if he is, the author has failed in his atterapt to raeet 

the fair play requireraent because equality between 

detective and reader no longer exists. Dorothy L. Sayers 

in "The Oranibus of Crirae" defines this type of story 

as being purely "Intellectual" in its developraent. 

The purely Intellectual is rare indeed; few 
writers have consistently followed the "Marie 
Roget" forraula of siraply spreading the whole 
evidence before the reader and leaving hira 
to deduce the detective's conclusion frora 
it if he can. . . . The intellectually rainded 
reader can hardly deraand raore than this. (Allen 
361) 

Sayers also raaintains that it is the writer's intention 

to entice the reader into atterapting to solve the puzzle 

by following the fair play rule which, if properly 

applied, will siraultaneously prohibit any preraature solu-

tion. 

The aira of the writer of this type of detective 
story is to raake the reader say at the end, 
neither: "Oh well, I knew it raust be that 
all along," nor yet: "Dash it all! I couldn't 
be expected to guess that;" but: "Oh, of 
course! What a fool I was not to see it! 
Right under ray own nose all the time!" 
Precious tribute! How striven for! How rarely 
earned ! (361 ) 
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Detective fiction, unlike other genres, creates 

an intiraate relationship between the work and its reader. 

Recognizing this, it becoraes necessary to examine the 

reader's role raore closely. 

The detective story's following is so widespread 

that it is irapossible to classify its readers as possess-

ing any certain type of personality or as coraing from 

a certain region of the socio-econoraic strata. W. H. 

Auden, in "The Guilty Vicarage," notes that "The raost 

curious fact about the detective story is that it raakes 

its greatest appeal precisely to those classes of people 

who are raost immune to other forms of daydream 

literature" (Allen 408). This stateraent becoraes slightly 

ironic in view of the origins of the detective story 

as a forra of "sensationalized" literature for the raasses. 

Auden should be coraraended for his atterapt to give the 

detective story a "respectable" literary heritage; 

however, one should note that the broad appeal of the 

genre is precisely what raakes it so interesting. To 

lirait the capacity for the detective story's enjoyraent 

to an elite few, or to express surprise that it can 

be appreciated by the "higher" classes not only does 

the genre a disservice but borders on literary snobbery. 

The detective story's reader brings unique 

expectations to the text. Although, like the reader 

of fantastic literature, the reader of detective fiction 
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must "suspend" his usual perception of reality, he is, 

in turn, offered a replaceraent reality. The reader 

of detective fiction does not experience the uneasiness 

of losing his perceived reality that the reader of 

fantastic literature does, because the replaceraent 

reality is quite coraforting. The reader knows that 

"justice" will prevail, that the crirae will be solved, 

and that disorder will be replaced by order. So, although 

the reader is corapelled to teraporarily suspend raany 

of his expectations, he is able to maintain other 

expectations that he would ideally wish to have in the 

"real" world but cannot. This is, perhaps, what raakes 

detective fiction so appealing--it caters to raan's 

craving for social justice, allowing hira to enter a 

world where, eventually, all wrongs are righted. 

Auden views the reader's need to purge hiraself 

of guilt as one of the prirae raotivating factors 

contributing to the genre's popularity. 

I suspect that the typical reader of detective 
stories is, like rayself, a person who suffers 
frora a sense of sin. Frora the point of view 
of ethics, desires and acts are good and bad, 
and I raust choose the good and reject the 
bad, but the I which makes the choice is 
ethically neutral; it only becomes good or 
bad in its choice. To have a sense of sin 
raeans to feel guilty at there being an ethical 
choice to raake, a guilt which, however "good" 
I raay becorae, reraains unchanged. It is 
sometiraes said that detective stories are 
read by respectable law-abiding citizens in 
order to gratify in fantasy the violent or 
raurderous wishes they dare not, or are asharaed 
to translate into action. . . . The raagic 
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Auden sees the proven innocence (pressuraably of the 

reader—for the "real" crirainal is always discovered 

at the end of the story) as a psychological return to 

Eden. 

Julian Symons in Bloody Murder, also notes a study 

by Leopold Bellak ("On the Psychology of Detective Stories 

and Related Problems") written in 1945 which explores 

a related raotivation. 

Dr. Bellak says about the content of detective 
stories that "the crirainal and agressive 
proceedings perrait a phantasy gratification 
of d impulses." In other words, first, the 
reader is perraitted to identify with the 
criminal. This can safely be done because 
'it [the story] is sufficiently reraoved from 
reality, and because soon the Super-Ego is 
satisfied that detection and punishraent will 
follow.' (17) 

This interpretation of the reader's raotivation is salient 

and does, in some ways, support the theory of the reader's 

desire to see order restored, but does not place enough 

iraportance upon the reader's participation in the philoso-

phical aspects of the genre. 

Iraplicit in the detective story is the underlying 

preoccupation with ethics. Robert Champigny, author 
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°^ What Will Have Happened? discusses the philosophical 

character of the detective story: 

In this respect, the conditions of the raystery 
story are similar to those of a philosophical 
essay. . . Like the conclusion of a herraeneutic 
essay, the denoueraent of a raystery story 
discloses soraething that had been left irapli-
cit. But the way in which the ending develops 
that "soraething" is not analytically entailed. 
To sorae extent, the solution given by story 
or essay is a new axiora. The difference, 
of course, is that story develops sorae seraantic 
possibilities narratively, whereas an essay 
develops them conceptually. The reader of 
a story cannot question narrative premises 
in the way the reader of an essay can object 
to definitions. But narrative preraises can 
be questioned in another way; the reader can 
think of other possibilities on the basis 
of lies, honest errors, or arabiguous descrip-
tions in the tale. (36) 

The sense of raorality that exists in detective fiction 

can be defined in two different ways; first by exaraining 

the philosophy of corapetitive individualisra, and second 

by recognizing the attitudes concerning justice that 

eraerged in the nineteenth century. 

The idea of corapetitive individualisra as it pertains 

to detective fiction is discussed in Thrillers: Genesis 

and Structure of a Popular Genre by Jerry Palraer. What 

follows is a brief suramation of Palmer's ideas. 

The concept of corapetitive individualisra surfaced 

in ancient tiraes and with the influence of Christianity 

began to evolve into a philosophy which was especially 

popular during the nineteenth century. The forraal ideas 

of corapetitive individualisra are that: 1) The individual 
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is conceived as a corapletely autonoraous being, thus 

defining society as a collection of individuals; 2) "All 

links between individuals are therefore contractual, 

entered into by the free will of the individual" (155); 

3) Social structures, therefore, are dependent upon the 

individual and not autonoraous; 4) All individuals exist 

in a state of scarcity, thus ensuring corapetition. 

Due to the nature of corapetitive individualisra and 

the ultiraate chaos it could bring about if left to develop 

with no restrictions, the concept was raodified, leaving 

the individual to pursue activities which were not harraful 

to society. The concept of "winning" still existed but 

rules for the garae were established. 

For both Hobbes and Locke, raen's corapetitive-
ness was threatening; even if inevitable, 
it was not recoraraended. For that reason both 
devised a political systera capable of con-
taining this fissile raaterial: In Hobbes 
the self-perpetuating sovereign, in Locke 
the class-based deraocracy consisting of those 
rational enough to perceive that their self-
interest involved stability and the protection 
of property. (163) 

Society and the individual were forced to coexist and 

the individual who could not coraply with the rules of 

society was considered "raal-adapted," creating a dangerous 

sense of disorder, 

It is only natural, then, that the reader who was 

familiar with the rules of society would also identify 

with its charapion (the detective) in the fictional realra 

of the detective story. The detective, in a sense, was 
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responsible for maintaining the delicate balance between 

the rights of the individual and the regulations imposed 

by a collective society of individuals. 

On a raore personal scale, the detective was seen 

as existing in a state of direct corapetition with the 

crirainal, and every victory over the wrong-doer consti-

tuted a concrete establishraent of the detective's 

identity. This idea was very corafortable for the reader, 

especially in an age obsessed with Social Darwinisra and 

the "survival of the fittest." In the "Age of Reason," 

it raust have been very coraforting to the reader when 

the rational raan stood victorious over the "raal-adapted" 

crirainal. 

Elliot L. Gilbert in "The Detective as a Metaphor 

in the Nineteenth Century" discusses his view. 

It is, of course, extreraely satisfying to 
view the detective—that apostle of pure 
reason--as the product and even the syrabol 
of a reasonable age. But if reason had its 
triuraphs in the nineteenth century, it also 
had its failures, and the detective was a 
product of these as well. To be sure, reason 
had discovered the laws which raade raen raasters 
of the physical universe. But as if to testify 
to the intransigence of chaos, these same 
laws also gave rise to the dark, satanic mills 
and sprawling sluras that blighted industrial 
Europe and Araerica during this period. . . 
there sprang a new kind of crirae—irapersonal, 
anonyraous—that required for the first tirae 
great hordes of irapersonal, anonyraous policeraen 
for its detection, policeraen who, simply by 
undertaking to solve these criraes, became 
themselves unwilling dwellers in the sluras 
that reason had built. (Nevins 286-87) 

Here the detective functions not only as a product of, 
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but also as a reaction to the Industrial Revolution. 

In this sense, for the reader, detective fiction becoraes 

as rauch a literature of disillusionraent as a literature 

of reassurance. 

Julian Syraons upholds the idea of the detective 

as a raetaphorical representation of justice by "relating 

the satisfaction gained frora reading crirae literature 

to the principle by which the priraitive tribe is purified 

through the transference of its troubles to another person 

or aniraal" (19). Syraons surmises that the criminal 

functions in this sacrificial role. The detective story, 

in this light, does function (as Auden suggests) as the 

agent of "purification." The roles in a detective story 

are clearly defined and becorae alraost raythic in the 

portrayal of "good against evil." The detective's function 

is that of a "high priest" of reason who brings order 

to the tribe. 

Syraons also relates the popularity of detective 

fiction to the reader's need to believe in the concept 

of justice and the need for an ordered society. 
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raost often an amateur, because in this way 
the reader was able easily to put hiraself 
in the detective's position, and he alone 
was upon occasion allowed to be above the 
law, and to do things which for a character 
less privileged would have been punishable. 
(21) 

Symons' analysis is the perfect synthesis of the concepts 

of justice and collective individualism. He recognizes 

the nineteenth century's thirst for social order, yet 

at the same tirae validates the individual's right to 

function in a competitive nature. The acceptance of 

the detective's rising above the law when necessary 

acknowledges the fundaraental concept of the individual 

as an autonoraous being, superior to the social structure 

to which he contributes. At the sarae tirae, the 

detective's function in itself iraplies the raorality of 

preserving the social structure. These seera to be two 

opposing ideas; but within the fraraework of the detective 

story and its relationship to the reader's society, they 

are rautually self-sustaining. 

Concentrating raore specifically on Seis probleraas 

para Don Isidro Parodi, M. E. Cossío in "A Parody on 

Literariness: Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi" 

exaraines an extreraely unorthodox role created for the 

reader by Borges and Bioy Casares. 

The third text is the transcription written 
by "we." Obviously, it is irapossible to 
deraonstrate who is its author and who is its 
reader. This third text is an assuraed one 
raade up of the copy of linearaents, a prelude 
based on a short raotive: the fictitious 
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According to Cossío, the reader is confronted not with 

one text, but three. The first text is addressed to 

the reader by Gervasio Montenegro, a fictional "friend" 

of the fictional author, who introduces the book. Cossío 

classifies this as the "literal text." The second text 

is a seraantic text, "the one that the author/narrator 

dedicates, addresses to other writers or historical 

figures (absent readers)" (153). The irony of the second 

text is that it is written for readers who raay never 

see it, an audience whose existence is doubtful. And, 

of course, the third text is that in which the reader 

hiraself is forced to create and participate. Ironically, 

the reader is given the responsibility of creating H. 

Bustos Doraecq, and thus displaces the actual authors 

frora the literary reality. The reader is corapelled to 

assume much raore than a participatory role; he is the 
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creator as well (a parody in itself). The concept of 

multiple audiences and levels of coraraunication is very 

rauch akin to the Borgesian idea of raultiple realities. 

The use of these realities serves to extend the reader's 

role beyond the conventional without upsetting the 

traditional patterns. 

Champigny exaraines an additional eleraent liraiting 

structure, the determination of past events. According 

to Champigny, the raystery is herraeneutic. There raust 

be a raethodological process in which past events are 

deterrained before the present concludes. This process 

raakes frequent use of the "flashback" and of logical 

deduction. Both of these devices are dependent upon 

the concept of tirae as a linear function. 
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The sense of the duality of time that Charapigny discusses 

is one of the basic eleraents of the traditional detective 

story. There is a parity between the past and present; 

with the past, as it is revealed in the present, thus 

affecting the future. With this in raind, that the 
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duality Champigny explores is actually a triadic relation-

ship. 

Another basic eleraent in detective fiction is, as 

Dorothy L. Sayers terras it, the "solution by unexpected 

means." This solution is the "truth," the one reality 

out of many possibilities that functions as a satisfactory 

explanation or illumination of past events. W. H. Auden, 

in his article "The Guilty Vicarage" presents an 

exceptionally concise structural forraula in which "a 

murder occurs; raany are suspected; all but one suspect, 

who is the raurderer, are elirainated; the raurderer is 

arrested or dies" (400). The problera which has been 

presented to the reader raust be solved within the confines 

of the work; the reader cannot be left at the end 

wondering what has happened. Not letting the reader 

in on the narrative secret would defeat the original 

intent of detective fiction--to present and solve a 

problera. This syrabiotic relationship between enigraa 

and solution is the essence of detective fiction. 

This relationship between problera and resolution 

is ceraented by another eleraent basic to detective fiction. 

This bonding eleraent is presented by Williara 0. Aydelotte 

in his article "The Detective Story as a Historical 

Source." Aydelotte refers to "one of the raost universal 

conventions in the genre, the essential clue, the unique 

significant detail that unlocks the raystery" (309). 
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With few exceptions, this "unique significant detail" 

raanifests itself openly (for soraetiraes it is presented 

earlier in an inconspicuous raanner) immediately prior 

to the solution. 

All of these elements, the presentation of an enigraa, 

the deterraination of past events, the discovery of one 

essential clue which leads, inevitably, to the solution, 

do lirait the detective story's plot, but do not stifle 

the author's creativity. Certain things raust happen 

in a certain order, but all other details are trusted 

to the author's artistic license. In a structural 

analysis of Borges' "La muerte y la brújula," Julia A. 

Kushigian recognizes these sarae eleraents as being created 

by Poe. She also adds that these structural guidelines 

within the genre as created by Poe were perpetuated by 

the British school of mystery writers. The traditional 

detective fiction does, indeed, possess a unity of cause 

and effect that Poe deraanded. For Poe, the unity created 

by a rigorously structured plot was absolutely essential 

to the tale, a precursor of the mystery story. Kushigian 

quotes Poe in her article, "The Detective Story Genre 

in Poe and Borges," 

A skillful literary artist has constructed 
a tale. He has not fashioned his thoughts 
to accommodate his incidents, but having 
deliberately conceived a certain single effect 
to be wrought, he then invents such incidents, 
he then combines such events, and discusses 
thera in such tone as raay best serve hira in 
establishing this preconceived effect. If 
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Willard Huntington Wright (also known as S. S. Van Dine) 

also recognizes that unity is an indespensable character-

istic of the detective story. 
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Haycraft clarifies Wright's dictum as raeaning "that 

characters, crirae, style, dialogue, setting, the person 

of the detective, in fact all the structural rainutiae, 

raust be kept sternfully and prayerfully "'in key'" (229). 

Donald Yates defines the traditional detective story 

differently. According to Yates, traditional detective 

fiction is coraprised of two principal features: "The 

elements of the detective story and the rules by which 

it is written" (Yates, Argentine 113). Yates lists ten 
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basic eleraents that may be found in the traditional 

detective story. These elements are: detective, victira, 

raurderer, raotive, raeans, opportunity, suspects, clues, 

setting, and solution. 

The "rules" which Yates refers to are difficult 

to list, although several authors have tried. Yates 

presents a list of actual "do's" and "don't's" compiled 

by Sutherland Scott in the 1950s. The corapilation was 

an atterapt to establish liraitations within the genre. 

Three rules were presented by an earlier critic, Father 

Ronald A. Knox. These rules were used by Scott, and 

Yates also recognizes their validity. They are: the 

rejection of supernatural explanations or events, the 

exclusion of coincidence, accident, or intuition; and 

the requireraent of fair play with the reader. 

Despite the liraitations which the genre iraposes 

upon itself, Yates does not regard the genre as raere 

"forraula fiction." Rather he emphasizes the existence 

of several variable factors. 
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story is a group of variable factors which 
deal with these narrative eleraents: plot, 
characterization, and style. 

While the first features mentioned are, 
in theraselves, predictable, even somewhat 
mechanical (and can, therefore, be examined 
critically in a raechanical fashion), the latter 
characteristics raust be considered as 
"unknowns." (Yates, Argentine 118-19) 

It seeras odd that Yates, acknowledging the tight 

structural limitations of the genre includes plot as 

an "unknown." Granted, the author's raethod may not be 

known, but the basic narrative path he must follow is 

set. If an author must go from point A to point B to 

point C in his writing, this seeras to connote that the 

actual fabrication of plot is not a creative process 

at all, but pre-set. Perhaps what Yates sees as the 

creative variable is not the act itself of raoving from 

A to B to C, but the means of travel upon which the author 

depends . 

Yates uses Anthony Boucher's proposed list of 

classifications for different types of detective stories. 

According to Boucher, there are five different classi-

fications: the puzzle, the whodonit, the hard-boiled 

novel, the pursuit novel, and the novel. 

The puzzle-type detective story is the one which 

adheres strictly to the fair-play method. The second 

classification, the whodonit, relies alraost corapletely 

on plot as the solution. The whodonit is the raost herrae-

neutic of the five types, although little eraphasis is 
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placed upon the deductive process of the reader as with 

the puzzle. 

The hard-boiled novel is enigraatic but cannot be 

considered herraeneutic because of the lack of attention 

given to the intellectual aspects of detection. The 

hard-boiled detective story usually details the physical 

(whether violent or sexual) activities of the "gum-shoe" 

or private eye. The eraphasis lies not in the actual 

solving of the crirae, but in the colorful, action-packed 

process that occurs along the way. Excellent exaraples 

of the hard-boiled type are the works of S. S. Van Dine 

and Dashiell Hararaett. 

The pursuit novel becarae popular in the sixties 

and still enjoys quite a lot of popularity today. The 

pursuit novel is a fast-paced action story and that is 

precisely where the eraphasis lies--in the action. Pursuit 

novels are generally stories of espionage, such as the 

Jaraes Bond series created by lan Fleraing or raany of the 

works of Helen Maclnnes. 

Boucher's fifth classification recognized by Yates 

is the novel in which a criine happens to occur. It is 

difficult to accept the mere inclusion of crime as an 

incidental factor in a work as raeriting an identification 

as "detective fiction." Since the crirae in this 

classification functions not as a raain eleraent, but rather 

as a catalyst or backdrop for character interaction, 
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this study prefers not to recognize the fifth category 

as a valid subdivision within the detective genre. 

The whodonit can be sub-divided into different types 

Yates distinguishes these types by the plot pattern they 

follow. 

There are a nuraber of long recognized and 
frequently cultivated types of detective 
stories written within the standard "whodonit" 
frarae which should be acknowledged as classic 
forras. . , Therefore, to our provisional list 
of features of the detective story, we should 
add the following as representative of these 
specialized plotting techniques: 

The "locked roora" puzzle, 

The "impossible" (other than the "locked room") 
crime, 

The "multiple solution" story—which poses 
several apparently valid solutions and elirai-
nates all but one, 

The "search for reality" story—in which the 
search for truth concerning one's forgotten 
or shadowed past parallels the search for 
the solution to the crime (Oedipus Rex is 
an example of this type), 

The "perfect alibi" story--in which a raanu-
factured alibi is broken down, 

The "closed society" story—which liraits its 
suspects to the raerabers of an isolated group 
(which finds itself on a ship, snowbound, 
at a weekend party in the country, etc.) 
(Yates, Argentine 122-123) 

It is obvious that raany critics differ in their structur-

al definitions of detective fiction. Sorae, like Yates, 

prefer a very detailed, regiraented description; while 

others, like Charapigny favor a less precise definition, 

oriented more toward philosophy than raechanics. There 
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does exist, however, a general consensus concerning the 

detective story's basic forra and function. The basic 

structural pattern was established by Edgar Allen Poe 

and has not changed in any significant way over the last 

one hundred fifty years, The static structure of the 

detective story can be attributed to the social attitudes 

which created its philosophical base, 

Despite its rigid structure, the detective story 

does offer raany unique possibilities for the reader and 

the author. The reader is encouraged, and soraetiraes 

(as in Seis probleraas) induced to participate in a much 

more active manner than other genres allow. The detec-

tive story is at once quite personal and quite detached; 

reraoved frora reality, yet a reality within itself. Its 

popularity lies in its paradoxical nature, thus ensuring 

its longevity on both a literary and socio-historical 

level. 
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CHAPTER III 

CHARACTERIZATION IN SEIS PROBLEMAS 

Characterization is one of the raost iraportant corapo-

nents of the detective story. In the detective story, 

the character types are predeterrained to a certain 

extent. The basic forraula of the traditional detective 

story deraands that certain roles be created; how the 

author fills these roles is subject to his own creative 

license. As with plot, the detective story's characteri-

zation engenders a controlled freedora, supplying a 

foundation but leaving the details to the artist's dis-

cretion. This chapter exaraines the role that characteri-

zation plays in detective fiction as well as the require-

raents the genre has established pertaining to characteri-

zation. Different character types will then be reviewed 

as they function within the frarae of the traditional 

detective story. Then, sorae of the raajor characters 

that appear in Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi 

will be described briefly. The role of each of these 

characters will be discussed in relation to the work 

itself and any variations frora the genre's requirements 

of characterization will be exarained. 

The importance of characterization lies in its 

function as a linking factor between the actual work 

and its reader. Readers of detective fiction often depend 

48 
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upon the characters to supply the narrative viewpoint. 

Charapigny discusses the relation of character and view-

point in What Will Have Happened? 
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Characters have the capacity to lirait or broaden 

the scope of the narrative, according to the author's 

desires. The narrative viewpoint raay shift frora one 

character to another, thus raaking it difficult for the 

reader to follow the path of the narrative. Characters 

are able to lie or be raistaken; such characters supply 

the false narrative and raake the investigative process 

raore difficult. The narrative viewpoint that a character 

supplies is severely irapaired by the character's liraited 

perceptions. Omniscient narrative is virtually irapossible 

throughout the course of the detective story because 

it would destroy the fundaraental structure that the genre 

deraands. In this sense, characterization serves to 

"police" the narrative and to assure that the narrative 
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But even as characterization limits the narrative process, 

it raay, at times, enhance it by giving the reader insight 

into a character. A character who behaves or who looks 

a certain way expands upon the traditional narrative 

viewpoint. In raost detective or raystery stories, the 

"bad" characters are usually represented with sorae 

repulsive characteristic and the "good" characters are 

most often dapper and well-raannered. Excellent exaraples 

of this tendency can be found in raany of Dorothy L. 

Sayers' Lord Peter Wirasey stories. Lord Peter is a good 

dresser, very well-grooraed and quite tidy. Sayers' 

suspects, however, are often portrayed as waxen, pale, 

overweight, and unclean. These unwholesome characters 

often cough nervously, bite their fingernails, have 

unsavory sexual appetites, sweat profusely, or perform 

any nuraber of vile acts which both the reader and Lord 

Peter find repugnant. In the raost of detective fiction 

it is the crirainal, not the detective, who is portrayed 

as unclean. Other characters are given wholesome or 

unwholesome traits depending upon how rauch suspicion 

the author wishes to arouse in the reader. 

Characterization can also serve to raake an idea 

or concept raore palatable to the reader. The author 

creates a protagonist with whom the reader can identify, 

thus ensuring that the hero's actions will be readily 

accepted as right and good. Dennis Porter discusses 

this idea in The Pursuit of Crirae. 
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accepted as right and good. Dennis Porter discusses 

this idea in The Pursuit of Crirae. 
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strate how a writer raay raake acceptable 
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The task of characterization is not an easy one. 

Many authors have tried to establish guidelines for 

character developraent. Willard Huntington Wright in 

his introduction to The Great Detective Stories states 

that 

In the raatter of character-drawing the 
detective novel also stands outside the rules 
governing ordinary fiction. Characters in 
detective stories raay not be too neutral or 
colorless, nor yet too fully and intiraately 
delineated. They should raerely fulfill the 
requireraents of plausibility, so that their 
actions will not appear to spring entirely 
frora the author's preconceived scherae. Any 
closely drawn character analysis, any undue 
lingering over details of teraperaraent, will 
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act only as a clog in the narrative raachinery. 
(8) 

Jacques Barzun, author of "Detection and the Literary 

Art" holds a sirailar opinion. 
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Barzun does point out that "the one exception to this 

deliberate superficiality is the portrait of the detec-

tive" (260). Julian Syraons in Bloody Murder agrees that 

the detective is the only character who is given any 

great detail of personality. The other characters' 

developraent is liraited (163). Howard Haycraft recog-

nizes the trend of "playing down" characters other than 

the central sleuth, but he also warns authors that "the 

old days of cardboard heroes and hissing villains" are 

gone (Haycraft 246). Haycraft offers several raore 

specific rules for characterization. These requireraents 

re as follows. 
1 

The greatest detail in characterization should 
be concentrated upon the central sleuth. 
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Minor characters raust be "clearly recognizable 
in outline;" this requires great care in the 
selection of sparse yet significant detail. 

There should be great contrasts in each 
character's physical appearance, speech, 
behavior, age, and narae. 

Naraes should be in no way similar ("either 
to the eye or to the ear") to avoid confusion 
of characters. 

References to each character's contrasting 
traits should be raade repeatedly. 

Full naraes should be given to all principal 
characters. 

A printed cast of characters with an identify-
ing phrase for each may be printed in the 
front of the book for the reader's convenience. 

Do not hide the culprit by presenting too 
raany characters. 

Eight or ten principal characters should be 
the lirait. 

The nuraber of actual suspects should be held 
to five or six. 

A secondary hero or heroine (an assistant) 
may be added to engage the reader's sympathy. 

The presentation of incidental actors 
(servants, medical examiners, police sergeants, 
etc.) may be added to taste and with reason. 

The requireraents, although at tiraes quite specific, still 

leave raost of the details of characterization to the 

author. Other critics perhaps would not agree with all 

of Haycraft's ideas, but all of the critics consulted 

for this study do agree that the detective should be 

a fully characterized figure. 

The detective story differs frora other fiction in 

its limitations for character roles. W. H. Auden defines 
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these roles as the detective, the victira, the raurderer, 

and the suspects. Where no raurder is coraraitted, the 

role of raurderer becoraes the role of crirainal. 

According to Auden, the victira must "satisfy two 

contradictory requireraents" (Auden 404). The victira 

raust be despicable enough to place everyone in suspicion, 

thus functioning as a "bad" character. But the victira 

should also stir sorae sympathies and be a "good" enough 

character to create guilt by his loss. Auden believes 

that "the best victim is the negative Father or Mother 

iraage" (404). In the case of multiple murders, Auden 

believes that 

the subsequent victims should be raore innocent 
than the initial victira, i.e., the raurderer 
should start with a real grievance and, as 
a consequence of righting it by illegitiraate 
raeans, be forced to raurder against his will 
where he has no grievances but his own guilt. 
(404) 

By Auden's definition then, the initial victira should 

deserve what befalls hira but not in the extrerae which 

he receives. Auden sees the raurderer as having a 

legitiraate cause for wanting to hurt the victira, but 

the legitiraacy of the cause does not justify the 

raurderer's actions. With this view, Auden attributes 

to the raurderer a sense of morality that many critics 

would not accept. 

Auden's interpretation of the victim as a person 

who, in some way, deserved to be punished ignores the 
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popularity in detective fiction of the innocent victim 

and of the random victira. The innocent victira is not 

necessarily a bad character, but one of whora the raurderer 

rids hiraself for any nuraber of reasons. The raurderer 

raay believe that the innocent victira is dangerous for 

some reason; perhaps the murderer credits the victim 

with some knowledge (that the victim does not actually 

have), or it raay be that the raurderer has raistaken the 

victira for soraeone else. The randora victira is siraply 

the unfortunate who happens to be at the wrong place 

at the wrong tirae. An exaraple of the randora victira occurs 

in The ABC Murders by Agatha Christie in which the victiras 

are chosen because their last naraes begin with a certain 

letter of the alphabet. There is certainly no way that 

the murderer's action could be justified even in thought. 

Another case that Auden does not address is the 

case where no raurder, but a crirae, has been coraraitted. 

The victira raay be portrayed as a person (for instance, 

a dowager whose jewels have been stolen, or a prorainent 

figure who is being blackraailed) or siraply as society 

itself. In the case of crime, the types of victims, 

as with those of raurder, vary depending upon the 

crirainal's motives. 

Auden describes the murderer as "the rebel who clairas 

the right to be oranipotent" (404). The role of the 

murderer creates a problem for the writer. The murderer's 
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greatest fault is his "refusal to suffer" (404). Auden 

notes that 
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a person has t 
in everything 
the reader whe 
is revealed, y 
him that every 
told about the 
his being a mu 
detective stor 

r the writer is to conceal his 
s] deraonic pride frora the other 
frora the reader, since, if 

his pride, it tends to appear 
he says and does. To surprise 
n the identity of the murderer 
et at the sarae time to convince 
thing he has previously been 
murderer is consistent with 
rderer, is the test of a good 
y. (405) 

The raost basic function of the murderer or criminal 

is to serve as the antagonist in the detective story. 

In the traditional detective story, the crirainal raust 

be intelligent enough to raake his corapetition with the 

detective believable, but at the sarae tirae he is forced 

to be intellectually inferior. The raurderer or crirainal 

also acts as initiator of the action. It is his 

responsibility to assure that circurastances soraehow 

deviate from their norraal course, allowing the detective 

to eventually restore order. The crirainal can behave 

in two different ways, leaving the ultiraate creation 

of the raurderer's personality to the author. 

On the level of roles, there is the antidetec-
tive or crirainal, who raay reraain passive and 
not irapede the Great Detective's search or 
[he raay] actively intervene in a variety of 
ways to prevent unmasking and capture. (Porter 
32) 

During the course of the narrative, only the external 

actions of the criminal raay be revealed; to do otherwise 

would destroy the detective story's structural base, 
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the enigma. The murderer's motives or psychological 

character is closely bound to this enigraa and cannot 

be presented corapletely during the investigative process. 

[e]l relato del crimen cuyo protagonista 
indudable es el criminal, perraanece sin 
contarse; solamente se aportan los indicios 
necesarios para que el detective inicie la 
pesquisa, porque las raotivaciones psicolôgicas 
del acto crirainal, corao el análisis de las 
características personales--aunque no sean 
raás que veladas--del autor del criraen y los 
sospechosos, llevarían no sôlo al descubri-
raiento espontáneo del raisterio, sino que 
desviarían la coraposiciôn hacia otros raodelos 
literarios. (Braceras 60) 

Another raandatory character type present in detective 

fiction is that of the suspect. The suspects are the 

"majority" of characters in the detective story; raost 

characters function within this role. Porter sees the 

suspects primarily as "blocking figures" (32) and gives 

the example of "recalcitrant or confused witnesses" (32). 

It is true that many suspects do convolute the investiga-

tive process at times, but many suspects do participate 

in the revelation or clarification of past events. 

The suspect is neither a good nor bad character, 

and each suspect functions, to sorae extent, as an enigma 

within himself. The writer raust assure that the reader's 

feelings toward the character reraain arabivalent; that 

the suspect is never corapletely trusted or raistrusted. 

The suspect, for this reason, is usually not 

characterized to a great extent; too rauch knowledge of 

the suspect would be a threat to the process that the 
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detective story demands. Elena Braceras, Cristina 

Leytour, and Susana Pittella point out in their book, 

El cuento policial argentino, the shift in perspective 

that the reader undergoes in regard to the suspect. 

En la construcciôn de la novela detectivesca 
se dan "constantes tipicas" que perraanecen 
invariables aun en los raisraos intentos de 
variabilidad: los sospechosos, en este tipo 
de coraposiciôn resultan ser los inocentes, 
y los inocentes, sospechosos. . . (62) 

Auden defines the suspects in terras of their rela-

tionships to the status quo and to their reaction at 

its disruption. 
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Allen 405) 

Auden presents a list of the principle causes of guilt 

for the suspects. These are: 

1) the wish or even the intention to raurder; 

2 
2) criraes of Class A or vices of Class C (e.g 

ilicit amours) which the suspect is afraid 
or ashamed to reveal; 

3) a hubris of intellect which tries to solve 
the crime itself and despises the official 
police (assertion of the supremacy of the 
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aesthetic over the ethical). If great 
enough, this hubris leads to its subject 
getting murdered; 

4) a hubris of innocence which refuses to 
cooperate with the investigation; 

5) lack of faith in another loved suspect, 
which leads its subject to hide or confuse 
clues. (Allen 405-6) 

A character role which is optional but appears in 

a great number of detective stories is that which Porter 

terras the "garrulous assistant" (33). This character 

assuraes the role of the detective's sidekick. Many tiraes 

the sidekick serves as a "false detective" (Porter 32), 

complicating the story with false solutions. The sidekick 

serves sometimes to parody the detective (as does Charlie 

Chan's "Number One Son") or to temper the detective's 

extrerae personality (as Watson to Sherlock Holraes). 

The sidekick is often portrayed as a huraorous character, 

serving to lighten the tone of the serious detection. 

Often, as is the case with Holraes' Watson, the sidekick 

is the priraary source of narrative viewpoint. This device 

was frequently used in the nineteenth century (especially 

by writers such as Hawthorne and Poe) to give the 

narrative account historical legitimacy. Other advantages 

of the sidekick as narrator are pointed out by Dorothy 

L. Sayers in her "Omnibus of Crime." 

[W]e have the formula of the eccentric and 
brilliant private detective whose doings are 
chronicled by an admiring and thick-headed 
friend. . . It is not surprising that this 
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The central character in the detective story is, 

of course, the detective hiraself. There are raany varia-

tions within this character type; for exaraple, the limited 

detective, as in the case of Max Carrados. The scientific 

detective can be found in Poe's works and later in the 

works of Doyle. Borges created a new type, the doomed 

detective in his story "La rauerte y la brújula." Van 

Dine's Phillip Marlowe is an excellent exaraple of the 

hard-boiled detective that becarae popular in the 1950s. 

All of these different incarnations of the detective 

operate within the basic confines of the role. Julian 

Syraons gives a straight-forward definition of the 

detective in Bloody Murder. 

May be professional or araateur, and if araateur 
raay run detective or inquiry agency, or get 
involved by chance in criminal cases. Always 
at the centre of story's action, most often 
the hero, and generally a keen observer who 
notices things missed by others. (162) 

The detective is the protagonist of the story. His role 

as protagonist deviates frora the norraal fictional 
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standards in the lack of preoccupation with the 

detective's actual character. It is true that of all 

the characters presented in a detective story that the 

detective is certainly the raost fully developed. However, 

much raore eraphasis is placed on the detective's actions 

than his personality. A good illustration of this point 

is Sherlock Holraes. Holraes is a well-developed character 

in the sense that the reader can describe hira very 

easily—his physical appearance, his taste in clothing, 

his interest in science, even his love for the violin. 

But the reader would be hard-pressed to explain how Holraes 

feels about himself or to discuss any intimate aspects 

of Holraes' personality. The reader is never told if Holraes 

is afraid, if he is unsure of himself; at best, the reader 

is acquainted with Holmes. The detective, in this case, 

becomes a "superraan" of deduction, functioning primarily 

as the conductor of an investigation. It is logical 

that the reader is not allowed to becorae too farailiar 

with the detective, for this would detract from the 

writer's presentation of him as an intellectually superior 

being. This purposefully maintained distance was essen-

tial to what Porter terras the "heroization" (153) of 

the detective. But even within this role, the detective 

himself raay take raany different forras; the character 

trait of iraplied predorainance does not restrict character 

type. Porter believes that "the myth of the hero is 
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built into the structure of the detective formula itself, 

whereas the attributes of the characters who play the 

detective's role are diverse" (155). 

Wright acknowledges the difficulty of defining the 

detective's role within the boundaries of the literary 

standards outside of the detective genre. 

In the central character of the detective 
novel—the detective himself—we have, perhaps, 
the raost iraportant and original eleraent of 
the criminal-problera story. It is difficult 
to describe his exact literary status, for 
he has no counterpart in any other fictional 
genre. He is, at one and the sarae tirae, the 
outstanding personality of the story (though 
he is concerned in it only in an ex-parte 
capacity), the projection of the author, the 
erabodiraent of the reader, the deus ex raachina 
of the plot, the propounder of the problera, 
the supplier of the clues, and the eventual 
solver of the raystery. The life of the book 
takes place in hira, yet the life of the 
narrative has its being outside hira. In a 
lesser sense, he is the Greek chorus of the 
draraa. All good detective novels have had 
for their protagonist a character of attrac-
tiveness and interest, of high and fascinating 
attainraents—a raan at once huraan and unusual, 
colorful and gifted. (Wright 9-10) 

Auden defines the detective's role in terras of his 

aesthetic and ethical duties. For Auden the detective's 

purpose is to recover a state of equilibriura where the 

two values can coexist. 

The job of the detective is to restore the 
state of grace in which the aesthetic and 
the ethical are as one. Since the raurderer 
who caused their disjunction is the aestheti-
cally deviant individual, his opponent, the 
detective must be either the official repre-
sentation of the ethical or the exceptional 
individual who is hiraself in a state of grace. 
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If he is the forraer, he is a professional; 
if he is the latter, he is an amateur, In 
either case, the detective raust be a total 
stranger who cannot possibly be involved in 
the crirae, , , (Allen 406) 

As raentioned earlier, incidental characters are 

often introduced into the detective story, The charac-

ters appear only briefly and serve one specific purpose. 

For instance, a coroner may enter a scene to present 

sorae inforraation about the corpse, or a landlady raay 

be questioned to establish what tirae a tenant left the 

building. The incidental characters function rauch as 

the raessengers did in Greek draraa, They exist to relate 

specific bits of inforraation and once they have fulfilled 

that duty, they are no longer necessary characters, 

The different character roles of the detective novel 

are unusual in their interdependence upon one another, 

The detective could not exist without the criminal, 

nor the criminal without the detective, Both the criminal 

and the detective rely on the suspects, The detective 

uses the suspects as a raeans to the resolution of the 

enigraa and the criminal depends upon the caraouflage of 

the confusion that surrounds the suspects. All characters 

exist in relation to one another and in close syrabiosis 

with the actual structure of the story itself. 

In Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi, there 

is much variation within each of the established roles 

of the genre. Although the principal figures respect 
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the traditional requirements of characterization, Borges 

and Bioy Casares add several interesting dimensions to 

each personality. 

Isidro Parodi assuraes the role of detective in each 

story, Parodi is a prisoner who is serving a life 

sentence in a state penitentiary for a murder he did 

not commit, Before his iraprisonraent, Parodi worked as 

a barber in Barracas, an area on the south side of Buenos 

Aires, During a carnival fourteen years earlier, a 

butcher, Agustin R, Bonorino, was killed by a gang raeraber 

wielding a seltzer bottle, The police wanted no trouble 

with the gang, and a police clerk who owed Parodi a year's 

back rent was only too happy to supply a scapegoat, 

Parodi was quickly convicted and has resided in Cell 

273 ever since, 

Parodi is a fat man in his forties, His head is 

shaven and he is described as having "unusually wise 

3 
eyes" (19), Having not rauch else to do, Parodi reads 

voraciously, keeping abreast of the activities beyond 

his cell, Parodi functions in the role of the arrachair 

or liraited detective, He is never perraitted to leave 

the prison, and he solves the crimes by intellectual 

conteraplation of the facts presented to hira by his 

visitors. Parodi is not presented as a scholarly raan, 

and at times his middle-class roots are overwhelmingly 

apparent. He is not a particularly pleasant fellow (he 
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seeras to have few friends), nor does he display an 

interest in pursuing friendships with any of the other 

characters. 

The motivating factor for Isidro Parodi seeras to 

be boredom; he has nothing better to do so he solves 

mysteries. As successful as Parodi is in the role of 

detective, his situation is, in itself, a variation frora 

the standard representation of the detective. Although 

he is able to easily solve raurders and bring criminals 

to justice, he is unable to prove his own innocence, 

thus failing miserably as a sleuth. It is this 

preliminary failure, however, that assures his success 

in the role, Parodi's realization of the traditional 

detective's role is contingent upon his perraanence in 

Cell 273, If Parodi were forced to deal with day-to-day 

living in Buenos Aires he would no longer have the 

opportunity for reflection that prison provides, He 

would be forced to becorae what he was before, a barber, 

The raost striking variation from the rules of the 

genre lie in the actual characterization of Don Isidro 

Parodi. Parodi is actually one of the least characterized 

figures in the stories, Any description of Parodi is 

minimal, alraost caricature-like, He is as rauch an enigraa 

as the raysteries he solves. This lack of description 

has several possible justifications. The authors raay 

have painted Isidro Parodi in such stark terras to 
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eraphasize the faceless sterile environraent within which 

4 he functions. He is a cold and impersonal character, 

benign but stirring no syrapathies in the reader. Another 

possibility is that the authors, fully conscious of the 

genre's standards for characterization, chose to thurab 

their noses at the established rules and create a new 

detective prototype who was able to function outside 

of the respected pattern set by Poe and others. The 

rainiraal characterization of Parodi could also be an 

atterapt at literary parody, presenting the raost iraportant 

character in a way that makes him unimportant. Converse-

ly, social satire lies in the idea of an insignificant 

barber who is essential to the lives of more "significant" 

characters. 

There are two characters who becorae false detectives 

during the course of the narrative, Achilles Molinari 

is a young newspaper reporter who carae to Isidro Parodi 

with a case, Parodi solved the raan's problera, but 

Molinari took the credit for the raurder's solution. 

Molinari was proraoted to a higher position at the paper 

and becarae soraewhat renowned for his prowess as a sleuth. 

Molinari's function as a false detective is extreraely 

passive. He simply takes the credit for Parodi's work, 

but does not try to solve any raysteries later in the 

stories. 
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Gervasio Montenegro is the other extrerae; he is 

extreraely active in his role as a false detective. Like 

Molinari, Gervasio Montenegro coraes to Parodi for help 

and once he receives this help, does not acknowledge 

Parodi's role in the solution of the problera. Montenegro 

is a pompous raan. He is so full of hiraself that he begins 

to refer to Don Isidro as his "protegée." The authors 

describe Montenegro as "tall, distinguished, his profile 

roraantic, [and] his raustache tinted" (37). He often 

advises his friends to consult with his "associate," 

Parodi, and then takes the credit for successful 

resolution of their raysteries, 

Both Achilles Molinari and Gervasio Montenegro are 

interesting characters because they assurae raore than 

one role, The two raen were also primary suspects in 

each of the cases in which they were involved. The 

combination of the roles of suspect and detective occur 

but rarely. This is probably due to the obvious conflict 

of interest that is inevitable when two normally adver-

sarial roles are joined. Dorothy L. Sayers successfully 

achieves this fusing of roles with her character Harriet 

Vane in Have His Carcass. There is no established rule 

concerning the combination of character roles in the 

detective story; Borges and Bioy Casares create raany 

figures who are amalgamations of two or more of the 
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established roles. Molinari and Montenegro are excellent 

examples of this tendency in Seis problemas. 

The criminals that appear in Seis probleraas are 

relatively standard, The first crirainal presented in 

the stories is Izz-al-Din, who served as treasurer for 

a Druse cult, He killed the leader of the cult to avoid 

being caught erabezzling the cult's funds, There is 

nothing extreraely striking about this murderer; he is 

characterized only by his name, his occupation, and, 

of course, his action, Izz-al-Din, along with a group 

of four criminals in the story "The Nights of Goliadkin," 

is the least developed of the criminal characters that 

appear in the collection, 

The four crirainals in "The Nights of Goliadkin" 

are physically better described than Izz-al-Din, These 

criminals are all using assuraed naraes but their real 

naraes are never revealed; their actions receive raost 

of the focus of the solution. Gervasio Montenegro 

narrates the greater part of the story hiraself, accounting 

for the lack of eraphasis upon all characters but hiraself. 

Each of the four figures is dependent upon the other. 

The crirainal characters function as parts of a whole, 

each individual contributing to the larger personality 

of the criminal "band." This relationship could possibly 

explain the lack of in-depth characterization. 
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Because Izz-al-Din was a Druse, it is possible that 

the authors simply relied on the assuraption of the 

reader's preconceived stereotype of the Moslem or Persian 

culture, allowing the reader to characterize Izz-al-Din 

in his own mind, This convention, although lacking a 

certain ethnic raorality, is used quite often in not only 

detective literature, but in all fiction, Quite often, 

the Persian is used as a literary representation of 

unwholesom character, just as the Jew is stereotyped 

as greedy, and the Chinese is cunning, 

Tai An, the criminal figure in "Tai An's Long 

Search," is represented in much the same way as 

Izz-al-Din, with the authors allowing the reader to 

characterize by referring to the prevalent stereotype 

of the Chinese, The stereotyping of the two characters 

of Izz-al-Din and Tai An is quite successful, This 

success can be attributed to the typical reader's mistrust 

of foreigners, and in particular to a strong wariness 

of Eastern culture, 

One of the raost fully rounded crirainal figures is 

José Formento from "The God of the Bulls," Forraento 

is the down-trodden personal secretary and ardent adrairer 

of Carlos Anglada, a poet who is raore highly acclairaed 

by hiraself than by others (shades of Gervasio 

Montenegro! ) , José Forraento is the raost syrapathetic 

of the criminals presented in the collection. He kills 
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the husband of Mariana Ruiz Villalba de Mufiagorri, a 

breeder of bulls whose fatal mistake was trying to avoid 

his wife's erabarrassment. Carlos Anglada had intimated 

that he was having an affair with Mariana, but José 

Forraento, her real lover, knew this was not true. Anglada 

was siraply using the gossip to gain raore notoriety for 

himself, Some letters that Mariana had written, according 

to Anglada, betrayed the love of Mariana for him, This 

was, of course, not ture, but Forraento became so tired 

of Anglada's perpetual discussion of the letters that 

he stole them, Formento planned to publish the letters 

to finally shut Anglada up, but met with resistance from 

Manuel Munagorri whora he later raurdered, 

The variation frora the usual crirainal role lies 

in José Formento's appeal to the reader, In most 

detective fiction the reader is not allowed to identify 

closely with the raurderer. In "The God of the Bulls," 

however, even Parodi erapathizes with Forraento's plight 

of having to endure Carlos Anglada's incessant self-

adoration. 

What you [Anglada] wanted was to get people 
talking about those letters and imagining 
all raanner of things about you and the lady. 
Then the lie becarae reality: Forraento did 
steal the letters, He stole thera to publish 
thera, You bored hira, and after the two-hour 
monologue you unleashed on rae this afternoon 
I see why, (74) 

Although the story does not atterapt to justify Munagorri's 
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murder, Forraento's raotives are understandable, for the 

reader is just as eager to see Anglada stifled as Forraento 

is, 

José Forraento, Izz-al-Din, and the four criminals 

from "The Nights of Goliadkin" are all discovered and 

dealt with by society's standard judicial system, Parodi, 

in these cases, is concerned only with the solution of 

the crime, leaving to society the responsibility of 

deciding punishment, There are two stories in the collec-

tion in which Parodi interferes with the established 

systera of justice. This interference is soraething that 

occurs rarely in the detective genre, for the detective's 

role is that of an agent of justice not of justice itself. 

Parodi's deviation frora the detective's prescribed duties 

releases the crirainals frora the traditional obligation 

of being responsible to society for their actions. The 

two stories are "Free Will and the Coraraendatore" and 

"Tai An's Long Search." 

In "Free Will and the Coraraendatore," the raurderer 

is the Comraendatore San Giacorao, an old raan who dedicated 

his entire life to ruining Ricky San Giacorao. Ricky 

reputedly is the Commendatore's son. Later it is revealed 

that Ricky is actually the offspring of the Comraendatore's 

long-dead wife and her lover Isidoro Fosco. The Coraraenda-

tore does not discover that he has been cuckolded until 
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the two are dead, and so decides to avenge hiraself upon 

Ricky. Puraita, Ricky's fiancée, inadvertently discovers 

the old man's plan and he raurders her to protect his 

revenge. When Ricky discovers the truth (for he always 

believed that San Giacorao was his father) he is unable 

to bear the realization of his father's cruelty and he 

coramits suicide. The Comraendatore, then, is actually 

responsible for two deaths, and his hatred for the son 

who loved him is morally repugnant. Despite the horrible 

nature of the Comraendatore's criraes, Parodi does not 

reveal the solution to the murder and expose San Giacomo 

until after the old raan has died. In defense of his 

delay in presenting the solution and thus allowing San 

Giacorao to escape punishraent by society, Parodi rauses: 

"Maybe it's because I've been living in this 
establishraent for so long that I no longer 
believe in punishraent. Everyone finds punish-
ment enough in his own wrongdoing. It's not 
right that honest raen be other raen's execu-
tioners. The Coraraendatore had only a few 
raonths to live. Why spoil thera by informing 
on him and pointlessly stirring up a hornet's 
nest of lawyers, judges and police chiefs?" 
(108) 

This stateraent is a clear deraonstration of Parodi's one 

great failure in the traditional detective role. By 

raanipulation of the resolution of the enigma, Parodi 

is negating the power of society to restore order. 

According to Auden, Porter, and Symons definition of 

the detective's responsibilities, Parodi fails miserably 
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in this case, for he has allowed the individual to super-

sede society's need for order. 

A similar situation occurs in "Tai An's Long Search" 

but is raore acceptable because there are two different 

systems of justice in the story. Fang She murders Tai 

An, but only as punishment for Tai An's stealing a sacred 

jewel from a Chinese temple. Frora an Eastern viewpoint, 

Tai An was siraply executed by Fang She who was chosen 

by the high priest of the teraple as the instrument of 

justice. To those who recognize only the Western concept 

of justice, Fang She was the raurderer. Parodi raakes 

the distinction, realizing that Fang She's action was 

not a capricious act but the perforraance of an ethical 

duty. If Parodi's reluctance to enlighten authorities 

as to the solution of Tai An's murder steraraed wholly 

frora a belief in cultural relativisra, it would be easier 

to define hira as fulfilling the responsibilities as a 

detective. This, however, is not the case. And even 

though Fang She is willing to submit himself to Western 

authority (for he does seera to be a cultural relativist), 

Parodi refuses to expose hira. 

"Not a chance," said Parodi, "People nowadays 
expect the governraent to do everything for 
thera, If you're poor the governraent has to 
find you a job, If you fall ill the governraent 
has to pay your hospital bill, Kill soraeone 
and instead of paying for it yourself you 
ask the government to punish you, You may 
say I'm a fine one to talk like this since 
the state is keeping rae, but I do believe. 
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sir, that a raan has to shift for hiraself," 
(158) 

Once again, Parodi proves hiraself to be not an agent 

of societal justice, but interested raerely in the intel-

lectual pursuit of the solution, Parodi's lack of 

respect, indeed, conterapt for the governraent and society 

makes him perhaps the first "anarchist detective," an 

extreme parody of the traditional detective, 

The victiras, with the exception of Tai An, do not 

fulfill Auden's requireraents for the role at all, First 

there is Dr, Ibn Khaldun, a well-educated, pleasant raan 

who was killed by Izz-al-Din, Khaldun's only improper 

behavior was manifested in his enjoyment of raaking a 

fool out of Molinari, But Molinari was so obviously 

prejudiced against all foreigners that Khaldun's actions 

seeraed alraost noble, The Jewish Goliadkin was thrown 

frora a train while en route to deliver a precious jewel 

to its rightful owner, Manuel Munagorri, although a 

soraewhat coarse raan, was murdered because he tried to 

defend his wife's honor, Puraita Ruiz Villalba (sister 

of Mariana) was killed because she discovered the 

Commendatore's secret, The young girl's mistake was 

letting old San Giacomo know she had uncovered his plan 

before she notified the authorities. Pumita's 

overconfidence in her ability to deter the Comraendatore 

precipitated her own death. 
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Ricky San Giacorao and Tadeo Liraardo (from "Tadeo 

Liraardo's Victira") are not standard victiras according 

to the usual definitions of the detective story. Ricky 

San Giacorao was, in a sense, a victira of the Coraraendatore, 

but he was also a victira of his own inability to reconcile 

hiraself with his circumstances. Tadeo Liraardo also takes 

his own life, thus becoraing his own victira. Tai An is 

not a traditional victira because, at least frora the 

Eastern point of view, his death was justified. Most 

of the victiras, especially Goliadkin and Manuel Munagorri 

are portrayed as honorable figures. Although their deaths 

are not portrayed as tragic, they do produce a sense 

of injustice which is in keeping with the traditional 

f orra. 

Alraost all of the characters serve as suspects at 

one time or another throughout the narrative. Many of 

the suspects do exhibit at least one of Auden's causes 

of guilt. Achilles Molinari, Gervasio Montenegro, Carlos 

Anglada, Mariana Ruiz Villalba, and Mario Bonfanti, all 

raerabers of the "elite" Buenos Aires society, suffer frora 

either a "hubris of intellect" or a "hubris of innocence." 

Tulio Savastano, the primary suspect in "Tadeo Liraardo's 

Victira," although a meraber of the lower class, suffers 

the "hubris of intellect" that is raost often connected 

with the upper class in Seis probleraas. Juana Musante 

and Claudio Zarlenga frora "Tadeo Liraardo's Victira" are 
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adulterers, thus being guilty of Auden's Class C vice. 

Samuel Neraerovsky and Madara Hsin frora "Tai An's Long 

Search" are also in the Class C category. 

Several of the incidental characters in the stories 

participate raore actively than is the rule. While the 

incidental character in raost detective fiction serves, 

as mentioned earlier, to present a specific bit of infor-

mation, the incidentals in Seis problemas are given more 

effective eraphasis. Parapa, the young son of the 

Munagorris, inadvertently supplies the knife with which 

Forraento murders his father. Count Fosco from "Free 

Will and the Coraraendatore," by fathering Ricky San 

Giacorao, initiates the action of the entire story. One 

incidental character, a Jewish boarder in the story "Tadeo 

Liraardo's Victira," is instruraental in raaintaining the 

action of the tale by constantly encouraging the 

raalevolent tendencies of the raain characters toward one 

another . 

A character who does not participate actively in 

the stories but whose role is essential is the fictional 

author of Seis problemas para Don Isidro Parodi, H. Bustos 

Doraecq. Many detective stories are written under a 

pseudonyra and this in itself is not unusual. It is 

unusual, however, that the authors create a history for 

this fictional author. In raost stories where a fictional 

author is given a past, it is due to his active 
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participation within the narrative and this past is 

revealed in the narrative itself. Such stories are raost 

often narrated by the detectives theraselves or by the 

faithful friend of the detective, thus reraoving even 

the fictional author one step beyond. Borges and Bioy 

Casares do the opposite, creating a fictional character 

who exists independently of the stories he writes. There 

is even a short section of Seis probleraas that is 

dedicated to presenting biographical inforraation about 

the "author," H. Bustos Doraecq. The reader is raade aware 

of where Bustos Domecq was born, what other works he 

has published, and what sort of social service work he 

did. H. Bustos Domecq is a coraplete character with a 

full, colorful history. 

Although Bustos Doraecq does not involve himself 

actively in the stories' plots, he does raaintain relation-

ships with several of the book's characters. This 

relationship serves a dual purpose, establishing Bustos 

Domecq's place within the fraraework of the stories and 

also liberating several of the characters frora the tra-

ditional "place" they raust occupy within the narrative. 

Gervasio Montenegro, for exaraple, writes the foreword 

to Seis probleraas. Thus, he is able to function both 

outside of and within the actual fiction. José Forraento, 

Carlos Anglada and even Mariana Munagorri are able to 

do the same to some extent. The three characters are 
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writers within the first fiction, or that of the stories 

theraselves. Formento and Anglada are poets and Mariana 

also atterapts to undertake literary pursuits, But these 

three also are allowed to participate in the second 

fiction, that of H, Bustos Doraecq, the fiction that exists 

outside the primary narrative, by being permitted to 

footnote some of the stories, These two different levels 

of fictional roles create several different realities, 

There is the reality of the reader, the reality of the 

actual authors, and the two different fictional realities. 

Within the fictional realities, there exist the sometiraes 

opposing realities of each of the characters. Borges' 

influence is most apparent in this phenoraenon. 

Borges and Bioy Casares create figures that function 

within the traditional character roles; but at the sarae 

tirae, they have raanaged to soften and blur the edges 

of the established character limits, allowing the actors 

to raove freely between different fictional realras. In 

doing this, the authors have given their characters a 

life of their own, allowing an existence beyond the 

priraary narrative. This is an exceptional feat because 

it is seldora accoraplished in just one book. Sherlock 

Holraes or Hercule Poirot did not begin to survive out-

side the confines of the narrative work until several 

works within which they appeared had been published. 

The creators of Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi 
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not only fashion full-bodied characters that add color 

and life to the narrative, but they also establish the 

validity of the characters' existence outside the narra-

tive, leaving the reader with the irapression that the 

characters will survive independent of the primary fiction 

itself. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SETTING IN THE STORIES 

Setting is an aspect of the detective story to which 

no traditional rules apply, but certain conventions have 

been observed by authors over the years, creating a 

discernible pattern. Robert Champigny believes that 

where setting is concerned, the raystery writer's raotto 

should be "A landscape is a clue!" (Champigny 96). This 

is true in many cases; the setting serves as a tool of 

revelation as rauch as characters do at tiraes. In Seis 

Probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi, setting is as essential 

to the stories as the characters theraselves. All of 

the stories are set raainly in Argentina, but the authors 

present several different views of the country. Setting 

gives the reader the opportunity to see Argentina in 

a variety of forras. The atraosphere within which the 

characters function is clearly presented. In raany 

detective stories, setting functions raerely as a flat 

background, a foil for the round characters. The settings 

of Seis probleraas, however, are not flat but fully 

developed and central to the portrayal of the characters 

themselves . 

Within every detective story there are two settings, 

a "before" and an "after." Julian Symons believes that 

setting is "mostly confined to what happens before the 
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crirae. Later plot and clue requireraents take over and 

setting (school, newspaper, office, theatre, etc.) fades." 

(Syraons 163) There is certainly raore emphasis in most 

detective stories upon the past than the present. The 

recreation of the past is directly linked with the search 

for a resulution. In Seis problemas, past settings are 

vital to the stories' developraent. In "The Twelve Figures 

of the World," Dr, Ibu Khaldun's house is the principal 

setting of the story, The creation of the exotic within 

the ordinary serves to characterize Buenos Aires as a 

city with many different sides, The foreign atraosphere 

also corapounds the raysterious tone of the story, The 

second story, "The Nights of Goliadkin," is set on a 

train frora Bolivia to Buenos Aires, Here setting 

functions as a liraiting factor. The characters are 

trapped in the setting; they cannot get off the train, 

for it is a non-stop trip. Setting also affects the 

time factor in the second story. All of the action must 

take place during the length of the journey. "Free Will 

and the Comraendatore" relies greatly on setting, The 

characters are very rauch like those in the raovies they 

watch, The setting in this third story is stylized, 

just as the raovie settings of the 1940s were, This serves 

to heighten the sense of artificiality that characterizes 

the tone of the story, The boarding house that serves 

as the setting in "Tadeo Liraardo's Victira" accentuates 
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the hardness of the environraent of the lower classes 

of Buenos Aires. The sense of enclosure and suffocation 

eraphasizes the fatalistic character of the story as well 

as the hopelessness of the principal figures' situation. 

"Tai An's Long Search" is rauch like the first story in 

that the authors create an exotic, foreign setting in 

the middle of Buenos Aires. This last story, along with 

the first, exposes the raany ethnic layers of which Buenos 

Aires is coraprised. 

The setting in the present is usually not eraphasized 

unless it is soraehow connected with, or was as well, 

a past setting. Setting used in the present can also 

be used to suppleraent the description of a principal 

character, to reveal something of his personality by 

showing where he lives, works, or relaxes. In "Tadeo 

Limardo's Victim," and "Tai An's Long Search," the present 

setting serves as a distinct contrast to the past. The 

murder is the catastrophic event which sharply delineates 

the two settings. Because of the raurder, in each of 

the stories, irreversible change has occurred. The 

present has been perraanently affected and the future 

reshaped through the destruction of the past structure. 

Setting is often used in Seis probleraas to 

characterize a figure raore fully. Don Parodi hiraself 

is characterized by his enclosure in Cell 273. He likes 

to keep to hiraself, but he constantly has visitors. 
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The detective's surroundings corapound the irony of his 

personality and situation. The description of Dr. Ibn 

Khaldun's house serves to present the reader with an 

intiraate look at the Druses in their natural surroundings. 

Goliadkin, in his description of pre-Leninist Russia, 

gives the reader a sense of the character's lost honor, 

and foreshadows the tragic end to which the Russian will 

corae. In both "Tadeo Limardo's Victim" and "Free Will 

and the Coraraendatore," setting projects the characters' 

lifestyle. The characters in these two stories are, 

to an extent, products of their surroundings. 

Most critics agree that the best detective stories 

are those that avoid exotic unfarailiar settings. It 

is best to create farailiar backdrop that the reader will 

feel corafortable with. According to Haycraft, the author 

raust create the illusion of reality rather than portraying 

reality itself. 

Most successful are those backdrops known 
to the average reader, yet "touched up" by 
artful brushwork; for it is the "serablence 
of reality" which is desired, rather than 
reality itself. (Haycraft 242) 

Haycraft suggests that it is best for authors to use 

real places as the arena for their narratives; this will 

establish an iraportant sense of verisimilitude in the 

work. 

Equally hard to coraprehend is the predilection 
of other authors for artificial settings— 
when real streets, buildings, neighborhoods, 
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even trains and trara-cars, add so greatly 
to the believability, nay, the fascination, 
of narratives particularly dependent upon 
verisirailitude for their success. It is not 
essential that the audience should be person-
ally familiar with the settings for thera to 
produce this effect. Thousands of readers 
who have never visited New York believe 
iraplicitly in the better PHILO VANCE cases, 
if for no other reason than the topographical 
details are as readily recognizable as this 
morning's newspaper. And millions who have 
never seen London can picture Baker Street 
as vividly as their own horaes. (Haycraft 
243-4) 

Borges and Bioy Casares work almost entirely within the 

confines of familiarity that Haycraft supports, The 

stories are all set in Argentina, for the most part in 

Buenos Aires. Real places are referred to, as well as 

actual people and occurrences. The authors also create 

exotic settings within a familiar frarae, so the reader 

can still feel corafortable with setting but be interested 

by the strangeness of it as well. The use of place naraes 

and references to actual people raake the stories raore 

believable. One of the conventions Haycraft believes 

should be avoided is the use of "overworked" settings, 

This includes almost anything in the Gothic vein, as 

well as "the country estate and its inevitable accompani-

raent, the week-end party" (243), The authors of Seis 

probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi raay be guilty of 

employing "overworked" settings in two cases, "The Nights 

of Goliadkin" and "The God of the Bulls." In both 

stories, the suspects are enclosed or isolated, Perhaps 
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this type of setting is not to Haycraft's liking, but 

it has enjoyed imraense popularity and has been used by 

some of the best writers of the genre, Two of Agatha 

Christie's most popular novels, Ten Little Indians and 

Murder on the Orient Express, utilize the settings which 

Haycraft finds objectionable. Another arguraent in favor 

of the two stories is that, although to sorae extent, 

their settings do conform to Haycraft's definition of 

an overworked setting, they are both corapletely new in 

the sense that they are corapletely Argentine. Both 

settings, the train and the Munagorris' ranch, are new 

variations upon an old formula, creating an original 

backdrop for each story, 

Willard Huntington Wright connects the need for 

verisimilitude in setting with the background's close 

relationship to plot. 

The setting of a detective story, however, is 
of cardinal importance. The plot must appear 
to be an actual record of events springing from 
the terrain of its operations; and the plans 
and diagraras so often encountered in detective 
stories add considerably in the achieveraent 
of this effect. A farailiarity with the terrain 
and a belief in its existence are what give 
the reader his feeling of ease and freedom in 
manipulating the factors of the plot to his 
own (which are also the author s) ends. Ham-
pered by strange conditions and raodes of action, 

• his personal participation in the story's 
solution becoraes restricted and his interest 
in its sequiturs wanes. A detective novel is 
nearly always raore popular in the country in 
which it is laid than in a foreign country where 
the conditions, both huraan and topographic, 
are unfarailiar. (Wright 7) 
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With Wright's view in mind, then, there exists not only 

a link between setting and plot but a bond between setting 

and the reader's role as well. Setting, in this aspect, 

is a method for comforting the reader and raaking hira 

feel confident with the raaterial. The farailiarity of 

the scenery lets the reader feel that he is in control. 

This also helps maintain the fair-play rule, keeping 

the author and reader on the same ground. Seis probleraas 

para Don Isidro Parodi assuraes a great iraportance in 

this context as a phenoraenon not previously experienced 

in Argentina. Before the early 1940s, the only detective 

fiction available was works in translation. In Seis 

probleraas, for the first tirae, Argentines were reading 

about places and people that they could identify with 

directly. Although the Argentine readership had becorae 

accustoraed to foreign settings in the translated works, 

the farailiar doraestic settings, in Seis probleraas raet 

with great success. 

Auden looks at setting frora a societal point of 

view. He places little iraportance upon the actual 

physical scenery, but rather upon society as a backdrop. 

The detective story requires "a closed society so that 

the possibility of an outside raurderer (and hence of 

the society being totally innocent) is excluded" (Allen 

402). It is important that the coraraunity used as setting 

II appea r to be an innocent society in a state of grace" 
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(Allen 403), making it possible for raurder to disrupt 

this false tranquility. This view of society as a 

backdrop is quite apparent in three of the six stories. 

In "The God of the Bulls" and "Free Will and the Comraenda-

tore," raurder upsets the natural order of the social 

groups. The group raust completely restructure itself 

or it shall crumble. Even in the lower classes the need 

for a structured social hierarchy is necessary, as 

manifested in the story "Tadeo Limardo's Victira." Auden 

also discusses the importance of ritual. 

The detective story writer is also wise to 
choose a society with an elaborate ritual 
and to describe this in detail. A ritual 
is a sign of harmony between the aesthetic 
and the ethical in which body and raind, indivi-
dual will and general laws, are not in 
conflict. The murderer uses his knowledge 
of the ritual to comrait the crirae and can 
be caught only by soraeone who acquires an 
equal or superior farailiarity with it, (Allen 
403) 

The idea of the disruption of ritual is relevant when 

it is perceived as a raanifestation of order, Order is 

an iraportant element in setting insofar as it contrasts 

with the present setting which is a product of disruption, 

In the three stories previously raentioned, Don Isidro 

Parodi is consulted because of the characters' need to 

create a new social order, As Parodi becoraes raore 

familiar with the characters, he becoraes the raost 

qualified figure to oversee the restoration of harraony. 
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There are endless possibilities for setting; the 

author is not limited in any way, Some authors choose 

to follow the semi-established patterns of the genre; 

others do not, Borges and Bioy Casares do follow the 

traditional patterns for setting established by earlier 

English and Araerican detective writers, Their settings 

are completely original, however, in their Argentine 

characteristics, Some critics would argue that setting 

is one of the least iraportant eleraents to be considered 

in the studying of the detective story, It would be 

difficult to study all of the many variations that occur 

in setting because it is not a controlled eleraent like 

plot or characterization, Setting deserves recognition 

as a vital eleraent in Seis probleraas para Don Isidro 

Parodi, Its ability to affect or enhance the plot, 

characters, and the reader's perception of the narrative 

raakes setting a powerful structural eleraent. Setting 

is a vital part of the costumbrisrao which the authors 

eraploy to make Seis problemas a completely Argentine 

work, once again distinguishing the work as the first 

of its kind. 



CHAPTER V 

ELEMENTS AND INFLUENCES IN THE WORK 

Although the six stories that comprise Seis proble-

raas para Don Isidro Parodi have raany sirailar characteris-

tics, each one possesses certain elements that make it 

unique. This chapter exaraines the comraon eleraents that 

occur throughout the entire collection, as well as each 

story's distinctive features. The influence that any 

international works of detective fiction may have had 

in the forraative process of each story shall also be 

deterrained. 

Donald Yates describes Seis probleraas as a "series 

of satirical sketches which huraorously portray a nuraber 

of conteraporary Argentine character types" (Yates, 

Argentine 157). Satire is one of the strongest and raost 

frequently occuring eleraents in the stories. Even the 

book's title alludes to the iraportance of parody within 

the work. According to Yates, 

The irony of taking probleras for solution 
to an iraprisoned araateur detective (forraerly 
a barber frora Sur) is stressed repeatedly, 
and thus the parody (suggested also in the 
detective's narae) of the "liraited" detective 
eraerges clearly frora the work. (Yates, 
Argentine 157) 

As Yates' description of Seis probleraas points out, all 

of the characters are satirized in one way or another. 

Personality traits are exaggerated. Most of the characters 
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are excessively vain and obsessed with social status. 

Yates points out the use of language that contributes 

to the satirical tone of the work. 

Another factor in the satirical coraposition 
of this work is the representatio, in the 
speech of the "target" figures, of the idiosyn-
cracies of speech of various sectors of porteno 
society. This is, of course, a feature that 
can be fully enjoyed only by a liraited audience 
of readers—those who have lived in the capital 
and recognize the subtleties of speech por-
trayed by Borges and Bioy. (Yates, Argentine 
159) 

According to Enrique Anderson Irabert, Seis probleraas 

para Don Isidro Parodi was written for an extreraely 

specialized audience. The stories all first appeared 

in Sur, a raagazine founded by Victoria Ocarapo for the 

intellectual elite of Buenos Aires (Yates, Argentine 

159). The intellectual irony in Seis probleraas is 

deraonstrated by Parodi hiraself. Parodi is by no raeans 

an "intellectual" in the traditional sense of the term; 

yet he is the only figure who is able to resolve the 

enigraas. The characters who corae to Parodi for help 

are "intellectuals." They are, theraselves, parodies 

of the audience for which the book was written. Whether 

conscious of it or not, then, Borges and Bioy Casares 

generated characters who figuratively thurab their noses 

at both their creators and their readers. Another irony 

present in the portrayal of the intellectuals is their 

inability to assirailate or reflect upon Parodi's 

solutions. The intellectual, epitoraized in the work 
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solutions. The intellectual, epitomized in the work 

by Gervasio Montenegro and Carlos Anglada, is incapable 

of enlightenraent, obsessed with the superficial. 

Borges and Bioy Casares, through their use of the 

limited detective, also parody the investigative process. 

Parodi is presented with an account of past events by 

the characters and then, at a later time, he gives the 

solution to the mystery. Parodi, ironically a non-

intellectual, reaches a solution purely through a rational 

contemplation of the inforraation he receives. The reader 

is not involved at all in the investigation; technically, 

there is none. Parodi hiraself represents the greatest 

parody of all. He is a "non-intellectual" who is forced 

to change. His intellectuality is directly related to 

his iraprisonraent. M. E. Cossio in the article "A Parody 

2 
on Literariness: Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi" 

presents an interesting, insightful syrabolic characteri-

zation of Don Isidro Parodi and the paradox he represents 
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In this context, Parodi represents the product of Argen-

tine society, the victim of that society, and society's 

savior at the sarae tirae. 

Social criticisra is a frequent characteristic of 

all the stories. The characters theraselves represent 

the strongest satire of Argentine society. Their 

inability to see theraselves for what they are, their 

affected raannerisras and inability to change all are 

critical coraraentaries upon Argentina's socio-political 

structure. Even stronger criticism occurs in certain 

stories when Parodi hiraself comraents upon the state of 

society. 
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As the stories are priraarily murder mysteries, death 

is a recurring theme that manifests itself in different 

ways. In three of the stories the victims are stabbed 

to death; in another, the quarry is pushed out of a raoving 

train. There is a story in which suicide is at first 

perceived as raurder, and another where murder is a forra 

of suicide. In one of the stories, there are actually 

three deaths: one raurder, one suicide, and one death 

by natural causes. 

The first of the stories, "The Twelve Figures of 

the World," is the story of Achilles Molinari and his 

unfortunate involveraent with a Druse cult. Yates believes 

this story to be the most "representative of the Parodi 

stories" due to the strong sense of satire and the puzzle 

eleraent present in the enigraa. As Yates points out, 

"The story is based on a siraple card trick" (Yates, 

Argentine 161). However, it is precisely the puzzle 

eleraent of this particular story that raakes it an 

unsuitable representative of the collection as a whole. 

In fact, none of the other stories are based upon a 

logical puzzle sequence. 

Molinari is invited by Dr. Ibn Khaldun to be 

initiated into the secret society of the Druses. The 

young newspaper writer who is extreraely gullible and 

overly concerned with his social status immediately 

accepts. A biting satire is manifested in the character 
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of Molinari who sees hiraself as the raodel of sophistica-

tion yet wholeheartedly believes everything he is told. 

Dr. Ibn Khaldun and his colleagues have no intention 

of accepting Molinari. As Yates observes, "The offer 

is frora the outset designed merely to provide the Druses 

with a bit of fun at Molinari's expense" (Yates, Argentine 

161). Molinari, ironically, has made himself a dupe 

in his eagerness to iraprove his intellectual (and thus, 

social) status. Unlike the raajority of the characters, 

and perhaps because he is not a "true" intellectual, 

Molinari does experience a sort of self-revelation when 

he realizes that he has been raade the butt of a joke. 

Still, having to face Parodi troubled hira, 
for Parodi had seen through his vanity and 
his pitiful gullibility. It galled hira that 
a raan of his sophistication should let hiraself 
be baraboozled by a pack of foreign fanatics! 
(33) 

The satire of this passage is obvious and also deraon-

strates that even Molinari's enlightenraent is limited 

by his inability to face the truth. 

After Molinari accepts the invitation, he is 

instructed by Dr. Ibn Khaldun to fast for three days 

and to meraorize the signs of the Zodiac as they appear 

in Bristol's Alraanac. All this is done (although, 

Molinari does eat a hearty raeal during his fast) for 

the supposed purpose of ensuring Molinari's successful 

initiation into the cult. Yates, in The Argentine 
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Detective Story describes the initiation which is later 

revealed by Parodi to be based upon a card trick. 

Molinari is 
the full co 
identically 
specific pe 
accoraplish 
repeating t 
Zodiac sign 
confuse the 
thera all. 
carry out t 
Ibn Khaldun 
Drusos he b 
about to go 
that the ex 
and he hims 
(161-2) 

asked to select, one by one, from 
ngregation of one hundred and fifty 
masked and clothed Drusos four 
rsons. He is assured that he will 
this raagnificent feat if he keeps 
o hiraself the exact order of the 
s. However, he is told that to 
ir order would bring disaster on 
Molinari does, indeed, seem to 
he assignment. Abenjaldún Dr. 

is pleased with the first three 
rings to hira. When Molinari is 
for the fourth, Abenjaldún notes 

ercise has tired the journalist, 
elf goes for the last of the Drusos. 

After Molinari apparently succeeds in his task, he is 

once again blindfolded and instructed to begin searching 

for the five raen when the clock strikes twelve. Molinari 

is told that if he does not succeed in this, the destruc-

tion of the world is sure to follow. The journalist 

begins his search and hears a cry. He reraoves the blind-

fold only to be confronted with the dead body of Dr. 

Ibn Khaldun. The house has also been set on fire and 

the hysterical Molinari flees, certain that his incorape-

tence brought about the death of the doctor. This is 

the part of the story that Molinari narrates in his 

visit with Isidro Parodi. 

When Molinari visits Parodi again, the detective 

reveals the solution to two raysteries. First, he 

explains that Molinari did not find the correct raen 
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at all. He instructs Molinari to pick four cards as 

he asks for thera, Once again Molinari seems to have 

chosen correctly; that is, until Parodi divulges the 

trick, 

Among these cards is one that's marked—the 
first I asked you for, but not the first you 
gave rae, I asked you the four of hearts; 
you gave rae the jack of spades, I asked for 
the jack of spades; you gave rae the seven 
of clubs, I asked for the seven of clubs; 
you gave rae the king of hearts, Then I said 
you were tired and that I would pick the fourth 
card rayself—the king of hearts, I picked 
the four of hearts, the marked card, (34) 

Parodi also tells Molinari that Izz-al-Din was the one 

who murdered Dr. Ibn Khaldun. He surraises this frora 

Molinari's previous account of a conversation between 

Izz-al-Din, the society's treasurer and Dr. Ibn Khaldun 

concerning "books." Intertextuality is an iraportant 

eleraent within the story. Molinari, in his conversation 

with Parodi, referred to several "serious" books that 

he saw in Dr. Ibn Khaldun's office: César Cantú's World 

History, The Wonders of the World and of Man, The Inter-

national Library of Faraous Authors, the Daily Mirror 

Yearbook, Peluffo's Illustrated Gardner, and others (23), 

The zodiac figures that Molinari meraorized also carae 

from a book specifically referred to in the text, 

Bristol's Alraanac. Parodi explains to Molinari that 

Izz-al-Din, after stabbing the doctor, must have set 

the house on fire to destroy financial ledgers which 

proved he had been erabezzling money frora the cult. 
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The death of Dr. Ibn Khaldun is ritualistic. The doctor 

is stabbed and then burned. The knife is often a syrabol 

- 1 

ot treachery and deceit. It is an appropriate raurder 

weapon in the hand of Izz-al-Din because it represents 

his betrayal of Dr. Ibn Khaldun and the Druse cult. The 

knife is a very raale-oriented weapon; it often syrabolizes 

a phallus. The fact that the doctor was laughing and 

playing a child's garae (Blind Man's Bluff) when he was 

raurdered, emphasizes the unsavory tone of the betrayal. 

Although Izz-al-din set fire to the house in order to 

destroy the account books, it does add to the ritualistic 

iraagery of the death. The death in a syrabolic sense 

becoraes the ritual sacrifice of an innocent to an evil 

force, in this case greed. Although there is no conclu-

sive evidence of the influence of any single outside 

work of detective fiction present in the story, the use 

of cults and secret societies (particularly Eastern ones) 

is fairly comraon. Many English writers used this conven-

tion and the Araerican authors did too, particularly 

Dashiell Hararaett. The story is filled with quite a bit 

of social coraraentary. The raost eraphatic exaraples of 

this coming from Don Isidro himself. Parodi has a marked 

aversion to all foreigners, perhaps a satire of the overly 

nationalistic Argentine. The ethno-centricism of Parodi 

and Molinari are larapooned quite often by the authors. 
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his favorite gripe, he [Parodi] 
and on against Italians, who had 
eir way into everything—not excluding 
penitentiary. . . Molinari, who 
to nationalistic sentiraents, joined 
say that he was fed up with Italians 
s, not toraention English capitalists, 
illed Argentina with railways and 
ing plants. Only yesterday he'd 
to the All-Star Pizza Parlor, and 
thing he set eyes on was an Italian. 

The fact that both Parodi and Molinari are most likely 

of Italian descent theraselves serves to heighten the 

satire . 

This story, like the others, has very distinct tirae 

divisions. "The Twelve Figures of the World" consists 

of three tirae fraraes. The first part of the story is 

dedicated to Molinari's visit to Cell 273 and his 

narration of the events that effected the visit. There 

are two distinct tiraes in this part: the first being 

the tirae when Molinari is actually speaking; and the 

second, the past which he has experienced. After Molinari 

presents his problera, Parodi asks hira to leave so he 

can have time to consider the case. Molinari returns 

in a week, and Parodi reveals his solution. The time 

in which Parodi is re-narrating the past is the third 

division. It could be argued, perhaps, that Parodi's 

recreation of Molinari's past is a fourth time division. 

It is not; it is simply the sarae tirae frarae being exarained 

from a different perspective. 
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"The Nights of Goliadkin" is the second story which 

appears in the collection. This story's most outstanding 

feature is that is serves as a vehicle for presenting 

Gervasio Montenegro. Montenegro's self-importance and 

boastful vanity are revealed quite clearly by Montenegro 

himself, as he narrates the first part of the story. 

Even in his first raeeting with Parodi it is apparent 

that Montenegro, for all he raay think of hiraself, is 

a buffoon, He is overly farailiar and patronizing with 

Parodi and takes absolutely no notice of any insults 

directed toward hiraself, It is Montenegro's refusal 

to becorae aware of his raediocrity that sets the huraorous 

tone of the story, Montenegro's unconscious deterraination 

to reraain oblivious to his own shortcoraings is at once 

exasperating and endearing, Overall, he is a likeable 

character because he is so ridiculous that at tiraes he 

is alraost childlike, 

Molinari coraes to Parodi because he has been 

arrested, He recounts the chain of events that led to 

the situation, After a dalliance with an unnaraed female 

in Bolivia, Molinari had been forced to flee her corapany 

and return to Buenos Aires by train, On the train, 

Molinari shared a compartraent with a Russian Jew, 

Goliadkin. There were several other passengers who always 

raa naged to appear when Goliadkin was about: a Father 
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Brown, a Coloner Harrap, the Baroness Puffendorff— 

Duvernois, and a young poet by the narae of of Bibiloni. 

As in the first story, "The Nights of Goliadkin" 

also asserts the idea of trouble steraraing frora involve-

raent upsets the natural order of Argentine life. 

Goliadkin, one night in a conversation with Montenegro, 

explains that twenty years before he had been the stable 

boy and the lover of a Russian princess. When the 

Revolution began, he stole a priceless uncut diaraond 

and fled the country. As the years passed, Goliadkin 

became remorseful and undertook a search for the princess 

so he could return the diamond. Goliadkin revealed that 

he had been pursued by a band of international thieves, 

who were still deterrained to get the diaraond. He had 

discovered that the princess was soraewhere in Argentina. 

He was on his way to find her and restore the jewel to 

its rightful owner. 

After telling Montenegro his story, Goliadkin then 

opened one of two identical cases to reveal the diaraond. 

Later that evening, Bibiloni disappeared. Everyone except 

the oblivious Montenegro seeraed nervous and preoccupied. 

The next evening, Goliadkin challenged Montenegro to 

a garae of poker. The Russian played so badly that he 

lost the jewel in the game. Montenegro had several drinks 

with the Baroness and went to bed, too tired to pursue 

any roraantic inclinations. He did not sleep well and 
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was awakened several tiraes in the night by voices. The 

following morning, the train was stopped and Montenegro 

was accused of throwing Goliadkin from the train. 

The second part of the story, as in "The Twelve 

Figures of the World," occurs a week after Montenegro's 

initial visit. When Montenegro returns to the prison, 

Parodi challenges the raan to a garae of cards and beats 

him soundly tirae after tirae, It is after this lesson 

in humility (wasted on the porapous Montenegro) that Parodi 

resolves the case, He first explains Bibiloni's death, 

The four passengers, including Bibiloni, were the thieves 

that Goliadkin was trying to elude, Goliadkin threw 

Bibiloni frora the train after the young thief tired to 

force hira to surrender the diaraond, Realizing that he 

was in danger, Goliadkin purposely lost the diaraond to 

Montenegro; but the thieves who were also aware that 

there were two cases, were certain that Goliadkin had 

lost the fake diaraond, The Baroness had slipped 

Montenegro a mickey during their celebration toasts so 

the group could confront Goliadkin and force him to 

surrender the real jewel, The Russian would not comply, 

so they raurdered hira, hoping to find the jewel later, 

The police intervened, confiscated the real diaraond and 

restored it to its rightful owner, the princess (who 

had becorae the raadam of a bordello). 
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The first two stories are very similar in structure 

and in the presentation of the eleraent of tirae, The 

satirical tone is rauch stronger in "The Nights of Goliad-

kin," Montenegro is suspicious of Goliadkin from the 

start and completely trusting of the four thieves, He 

seems to forget this, however, after the solution is 

revealed, telling Parodi that he had his doubts about 

the four all along, The story ends with Montenegro tell-

ing Parodi, "Don't worry, my dear Parodi, I shan't be 

long in revealing my solution to the authorities" (55), 

Montenegro's belief in his own intellectuality is parodied 

throughout the story as he tirelessly abuses the other 

passengers with his literary insights and witticisras. 

The use of cards in the first two stories is signifi-

cant. Playing cards are symbolic of an idle pastime, 

of wastefulness, and vice. Although in the second story 

cards are not used to illustrate the actual solution, 

they are used to emphasize Montenegro's ineptness at 

garaes of skill. The eleraent of the card trick, of the 

switch, occurs in both stories. Goliadkin does not use 

cards, but the two identical boxes, to fake having 

switched the diaraonds. He succeeded in protecting the 

jewel because he was honest. Goliadkin did lose the 

real diaraond to Montenegro; but the thieves theraselves 

conditioned to deceive, were unable to recognize the 

truth when it was presented. 
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The raodus operandi of both raurders in "The Nights 

of Goliadkin" is rauch more confrontational because of 

their physical nature. Both murders were episodes in 

which "survival of the fittest" was the rule. Present 

in "The Twelve Figures of the World," but rauch raore 

pronounced (as the title asserts) in "The Nights of 

Goliadkin" is the image of night, All of the action 

takes place at night, and it is during the night when 

Goliadkin is raost vulnerable, 

The ferarae fatale appears in the person of the 

Baroness Puffendorf-Duvernois. She is relentlessly pursued 

by an araorous Montenegro but pays attention to hira only 

when she drugs his charapagne. The Baroness also tries 

to seduce the diamond away from Goliadkin, but is 

unsuccessful. Another ferainine figure who does not 

participate in the narrative but who serves as a 

motivation for much of the action is the Princess Clavdia 

Fiodorovna. For Goliadkin, the Princess represents 

pre-Leninist Russia, everything that is good and pure 

in the world. It is ironic that he gives his life 

championing not a princess but a prostitute. 

The third story in the collection is "The God of 

the Bulls." Since the actual plot of this story was 

discussed previously, this chapter will address only 

the eleraents and iraagery present in the work. The title 

is an allusion to Taurus which symbolizes "Fecundation, 
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creation, priraordial sacrifice, invigoration, long-

suffering, slowness to anger, but furious once provoked, 

strength, solidarity, reliability, lack of intelligence, 

laziness, secretiveness" (Olderr 135). The title is 

an apt one describing both Manuel Munagorri and José 

Forraento, the victira and the raurderer. 

Munagorri, a breeder of bulls, silently suffers 

his wife's dalliances, both actual and iraagined on her 

part. Munagorri is a strong raan who, despite his wife's 

flightiness, protects her honor at all tiraes. He is, 

however, secretive about his dealings with Forraento and 

does serve as a "priraordial sacrifice" of sorts. 

Another possible interpretation of Munagorri and 

his death is as a representation of the vanishing gaucho, 

the dorainance and destructive power of civilization upon 

nature. 

José Forraento is long-suffering to a point—and 

then he murders. In this sense, he could be seen as 

"slow to anger, but furious once provoked." Formento 

is raore calculating, however; and though he is certainly 

no genius, he is one of the raore intelligent characters. 

Secretiveness is one of Forraento's strongest traits 

because he is the raurderer. Formento's liaison with 

Munagorri's wife and his subsequent murder of Munagorri 

convey the impression of a young bull challenging and 

defeating an older one. In other ways, such as his dress. 
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and his demeanor, Forraento seeras, at tiraes, spineless. 

His subservience to Carlos Anglada is eraphasized through-

out the story. Forraento affects the dress of Anglada 

and refers to him as "master" many tiraes within the text. 

These attributes raake Forraento a study in constrasts, 

denoting the existence of external and internal realities. 

References within the story to raany of Carlos 

Anglada's published works establish an eleraent of inter-

textuality. This story, with its characters' interests 

in literary pursuits, harshly satirizes the Argentinian 

literati. The obsession with Mariana's letters, of which 

Parodi states "You've only got to look at the woraan to 

guess what her correspondence is like" (75), deraonstrates 

how a fascination with the trivial can lead to the 

destruction of the natural order of life. Manuel Munagorri 

died, in effect, for nothing. 

The instruraent of death in this story, as in "The 

Twelve Figures of the World," was a knife, but in this 

case it was a child's knife. The rainiature dagger 

belonged to Munagorri's son. The dirainutive size 

of the weapon rainiraizes the usual strong phallic 

syrabolisra and serves to eraasculate the raurderer through 

the iraplication that Forraento is unable to handle a 

"man's weapon." Once again there are two realities 

at work: the reality of action, and the reality of 

being. Although the actual murder of Munagorri is a 
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act in and of itself, Formento is not a "bull" in the 

sense that Munagorri was. 

Gervasio Montenegro reappears in the third story. 

He has now raarried the "princess" and no longer has 

to worry about earning a living since his wife's business 

is flourishing. Montenegro is a close friend of Carlos 

Anglada and it is through hira that Anglada raeets with 

Parodi. These characters parody the intellectual elite 

of Buenos Aires. With the exception of "Tadeo Liraardo's 

Victira, the book's characters are not limited to 

appearing in only one story. The characters that do 

reappear in several of his stories serve to perpetuate 

the satire that is a priraary factor in the work. This 

feature also contributes to the concept of the stories 

as coraponents of a larger whole, not coraplete within 

themselves. 

"The God of the Bulls," is divided into five dif-

ferent parts. In the first part Carlos Anglada and 

José Forraento initially consult with Parodi over the 

raatter of the stolen letters of Mariana. This is an 

interesting twist because the actual raurder has not 

yet occurred and Parodi is, without realizing it, facing 

the culprit. Gervasio Montenegro arrives in the second 

part. During his unsolicited visit with Parodi, 

Montenegro serves as a raessenger of sorts, inforraing 

Parodi that he hiraself, Carlos Anglada, and José Forraento 
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were going to spend sorae tirae on the Munagorri's breeding 

ranch, 

Parodi receives a visit frora José Forraento in the 

third part, The raurder has been coraraitted and Anglada 

has been taken into custody, This section is different 

frora the other stories' in that the murderer, Forraento, 

comes to Parodi with false evidence in an attempt to 

confuse the investigation before it begins, This occurs 

in many detective stories, but only once in Seis 

problemas, The fourth part of the story details Mariana 

Munagorri's visit to Parodi. She is accompanied by the 

nanny, Miss Bilham and the two women recount the events 

of the day Munagorri was murdered. The iraportance of 

this section lies in Parodi's perception of Mariana 

Munagorri as she actually is, rather than as she was 

described to hira by Anglada and Montenegro. In the final 

division, Parodi presents the solution to Carlos Anglada 

who brings hira a final piece of evidence. It is Parodi 

who points out the ludicrous self-iraportance of the 

characters and the consequences of taking nonsense 

seriously . 

The story serves to deraonstrate the harsh contrast 

between two very different sectors of Argentina. Manuel 

Munagorri is the representative of the physical, untamed 

Argentina, of the cattleraen upon whose hard work the 

foundations of the country were built. Carlos Anglada 
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and his circle erabody the degeneration of the truly noble 

spirit of Argentina and its replaceraent with feeblerainded 

self-iraportance. "The God of the Bulls," through its 

stinging satire of elite of Buenos Aires and its presenta-

tion of Manuel Munagorri as a noble character, sharply 

criticizes Argentine society and the direction it has 

chosen to take. 

"Free Will and Commendatore" is the fourth story 

in the collection. In it Carlos Anglada and Mariana 

(the two raarried shortly after the death of Munagorri) 

corae to Isidro Parodi about the death of Mariana's 

sister, Puraita. Puraita's death had been officially 

declared a suicide but Mariana is dissatisfied with 

this verdict; she believes that her sister was poisoned. 

The first part of the story is dedicated to presenting 

the history of the San Giacorao faraily and detailing 

Pumita's involvement with Ricky San Giacorao. 

The second part, the night of the raurder, is 

presented in a detached narration. The figures involved 

in this scene are Puraita herself, Mario Bonfanti (a 

writer in the service of the Coraraendatore), Ricky San 

Giacorao, the Comraendatore, Mariana, Carlos Anglada, and 

Eliseo Requena (Ricky's half-brother, an illegitiraate 

son of the Comraendatore) . Pumita begins to discuss films 

with the Commendatore, initiating a conversation concern-

ing the plot of the filras they had seen earlier. The 
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plot consisted of bringing about a character's happiness 

and then at the height of his success, causing his down-

fall, Pumita, who has discovered the plans of the 

Commendatore, continues throughout the evening to insinu-

ate her realization to Ricky's father,-^ She is found 

dead in her room that same evening. 

Ricky San Giacorao appears briefly in the third sec-

tion to talk with Parodi about his fiancée's death. In 

the fourth section of the story Ricky has coraraitted 

suicide. Mario Bonfanti, who found the body, relates 

Ricky's activities during the days prior to his death. 

He also presents Parodi with the suicide note left by 

Ricky, not hesitating to point out the poor quality of 

the writing. The fifth part of the story merely states 

that Parodi had long, confidential conversations with 

both Dr, Bernardo Castillo and Giovanni Croce, the 

Commendatore's doctor and accountant, The solution is 

revealed in the sixth and final division of the story. 

The sense of tirae is rauch different in this story; for 

rather than the usual week, a year has passed before 

Parodi is willing to present his solution. Parodi reveals 

the Comraendatore's plan to ruin his wife's son as revenge 

for her infidelity. 

Intertextuality in the forra of raovies assuraes a 

large role within the text. The Coraraendatore writes 

and directs the screenplay of the younger San Giacorao's 
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life. Both Pumita and Ricky are compared to movie stars; 

Pumita to Norma Shearer and Olivia de Havilland, Ricky 

to Douglas Fairbanks and Errol Flynn. The movie imagery 

heightens the sense of artificiality that permeates the 

characters' lives. Comraendatore San Giacorao plays the 

role of Ricky's devoted father and forges the environment 

within which his son exists as one creates a soundstage. 

There is nothing genuine about Ricky San Giacorao; he 

is siraply an actor. It is this realization that kills 

Ricky. He has no identity, therefore, he cannot exist. 

Another eleraent present in the story is that of 

the son paying for the sins of his raother. This is 

an unusual rautation of an old therae; ordinarily, the 

son raust atone for the sins of the father. Closely 

linked to this idea is San Giacorao's assuraing a god-

like role in his deterraination of Ricky's destiny. 

This assuraes that raan is capable of raanipulating his 

own circurastances and of predicting the outcome of his 

actions. 

Three different deaths occur in the story: Puraita's 

poisoning, Ricky's suicide, and the Coraraendatore's death 

by natural causes. Pumita dies in her sleep, symbolizing 

her ultiraate "susceptibility to evil" (Olderr 123). 

Poison is usually associated with woraen, it is also a 

very Italian way to raurder. Lucretia Borgia is the raost 

illustrative exaraple of this. That the Coraraendatore 
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poisons Pumita not only eraphasizes his Italian-ness; 

but because of its ferainine associations, it reinforces 

the iraagery of emasculation. The Comraendatore is obsessed 

with his identity as a cuckold and his raeans of raurder 

emphasizes this strongly. 

Ricky San Giacorao shoots hiraself. Guns are also 

syrabolic representations of the phallus, serving here 

to strengthen the contrast between the two San Giacoraos. 

The gun, an extreraely violent and powerful weapon, 

represents in this case a physical raanifestation of 

Ricky San Giacorao's eraotionally rautilated state, The 

Comraendatore's natural death deraonstrates the ultiraate 

reassertion of fate, Although for a while, San Giacorao 

is able to control Ricky's destiny, in the end he is 

powerless to raaster his own. His death also represents 

a conclusion, "the end of an apoch" (Olderr 36). 

The themes of control and destruction are present 

throughout the story, The theme of control is treated 

in two different ways, First of all, the Comraendatore 

serves as a creator and overseer of Ricky's destiny. 

The story's dedication to Mohararaed, the religious prophet 

whose teachings raake up the Koran, represents a second 

raanifestation of control. Cossio links San Giacorao to 

Mohamraed in his ability to "foresee" destiny (Dispositio 

149). One point that Cossio does not mention is the 

Commendatore's contradicting to the basic idea of Islam, 
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which is complete subraission to the will of God (Brown 

298). As a huraan being, the Coraraendatore is blaspheraous 

in his obsessive control of destiny. However, if the 

Commendatore serves as a raetaphor for Mohararaed, then 

he is, indeed, fulfilling this role. The others, in this 

context, are Muslims, or "those who have subraitted" (Brown 

298), acccepting oranipotent control, 

The therae of destruction is also a prevalent force 

in the story, Actual physical destruction is raanifested 

by the deaths of the three principal figures, Psycho-

logical devastation occurs when the Coramendatore's raan-

hood is corapletely annihilated by his wife's betrayal. 

Ricky San Giacorao becoraes a living representation of 

this, and the Coraraendatore raust sacrifice hira in order 

to recover his own self-identity. All of the destruc-

tive forces converge upon Ricky San Giacorao. 

Death as an atoneraent engenders a raetaphorical 

relationship to Christ. This is not a strong iraage, 

however, because Ricky does not kill hiraself in the spirit 

of sacrifice. He siraply can no longer exist because 

he sees hiraself as a nonperson. In this context, his 

suicide is the inevitable result of the realization of 

his non-existence. Destruction in itself syrabolizes 

a "bareness and unproductiveness in the spirit" (Olderr 

36), eraphasizing the existential vacuura that the 

characters create for theraselves. 
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"Tadeo Liraardo's Victira" corapletely breaks away 

frora the characters presented in the first four stories 

and introduces a new strata of Argentine society. These 

characters are not raerabers of the elite but of the lower 

sectors of Buenos Aires. The principal narrator of 

this story is described in Montenegro's introduction 

to the book. 

The debonair figure of the hoodlura of our 
city's outer slums suffers a similar capitis 
diminutio. This robust half-breed who in 
bygone days stole the scene with his lascivious 
steps on the dance floor at Hansen's, where 
only the uppercut curbed the knife, is now 
called Tulio Savastano. . . (11) 

Savastano comes to Parodi because he is under suspicion 

for the murder of Tadeo Limardo. As it turns out, 

Savastano, who lives in the boarding house where the 

story takes place, serves only as an observer and narrator 

of events. 

This story is divided into two parts and, again, 

there is one week between the presentation of the enigraa 

and its solution. The story centers around three princi-

pal characters: Claudio Zarlenga, Juana Musante, and 

Tadeo Liraardo. Claudio Zarlenga runs the boarding house 

and Juana Musante, his lover, works as the landlady. 

It is ruraored that Zarlenga stole Juana Musante away 

from a clerk in Banderalô and the two fled to Buenos 

Aires. Tadeo Limardo appeared one night amid the festivi-

ties of a carnival. He began to work at the boarding 
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house, performing only raenial tasks. Liraardo ingratiated 

himself to Zarlenga and at every opportunity he involved 

hiraself in hurailiating situations, getting beaten up 

and being degraded as often as possible. The new boarder 

would adrait guilt for things he had not done in an effort 

to receive the punishraent for thera. During the time 

in which Limardo was degrading himself, the other boarders 

discovered that he had purchased a revolver. Zarlenga 

argued with Limardo, threatening hira with bodily harra 

if Liraardo did not relinquish the gun. The following 

Sunday, Limardo was found dead in Savastano's bed. 

Zarlenga was not a suspect because he had been at a 

cockfight at the time of Limardo's death. 

Parodi reveals the solution of the crime to Savastano 

and Zarlenga. Tadeo Limardo was, in fact, Juana Musante's 

husband. Zarlenga did not throw him out upon his arrival 

because he enjoyed humiliating the raan. But when 

Liraardo's obsession with self-degradation becarae apparent, 

Zarlenga becarae uneasy and indeed tried to throw hira 

out, Liraardo, however, returned, hurailiating himself 

further by staying in the baseraent next to the roora where 

Zarlenga and Juana Musante slept together, Juana Musante 

felt nothing but conterapt for her husband, and when he 

was expelled from the boarding house, she stole a knife 

that belonged to him. When she heard that Liraardo had 

a revolver and planned to kill soraeone, Musante becarae 
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alarmed, afraid that Liraardo was going to kill her lover. 

This was not the case at all; Limardo intended to kill 

himself. When Juana Musante saw Liraardo in Zarlenga's 

roora (where he intended to comrait suicide), she stabbed 

her husband, Even though Limardo had a gun in his hand, 

he did not resist. Juana Musante simply moved her dead 

husband's body to Savastano's room to throw suspicion 

upon him because she disliked Savastano imraensely. 

The arabiguity of Liraardo's death is a priraary focus 

of the story. Liraardo did kill himself, in effect, by 

offering no resistance to his wife's attack. He fully 

intended to take his own life even at the moment he was 

murdered. Juana Musante's participation in his 

self-destruction, however, emphasizes Limardo's weakness 

and ultiraate lack of will. The theraes of dehuraanization 

and depersonalization are present throughout the story. 

Cossio links Liraardo with Franz Kafka, the author to 

whora the story is dedicated. "Just as Kafka's life was 

guided by the desire for self-punishraent, so was 

Limardo's. His inner wish to be hurt and humiliated 

evinces a parallelisra with Kafka's character and charac-

ters. . ." (Disposito 15) Even Claudio Zarlenga and 

Juana Musante depersonalize theraselves, fleeing the 

provinces for the anonyraity that Buenos Aires provides. 

Liraardo, also a cuckold, presents a strong contrast to 

the Coraraendatore. At one point in the story, he 
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encourages Zarlenga and Musante to kiss in front of the 

other boarders and hiraself, intensifying his hurailiation. 

Another therae in the story is that of isolation. 

This is a recurrent therae in Kafka's works as well. 

Liraardo, through his raasochistic servility, raakes hiraself 

grotesque. His only coraraunication with others is for 

the purpose of furthering his isolation. Liraardo's 

hurailiation and self-degradation eventually lead to the 

ultiraate isolation, death. Juan Musante's use of the 

knife in raurdering her husband evokes a sense of raascu-

linity. The fact that Liraardo did not use his gun only 

reinforces the imagery of the raan's extreme impotence. 

Cruelty is a recurring element in the story. Many 

of the characters are cruel and unsympathetic. There 

is a scene in the story where sorae of the boarders are 

painting a cat red for fun. When Liraardo tries to stop 

thera, they beat hira senseless. In the sarae vein, Zarlenga 

lets Limardo remain at the boarding house only so he 

can enjoy hurailiating hira. Juana Musante cruelly abandons 

her husband and also degrades hira at every opportunity. 

The story has a strong sense of the physical, eraphasizing 

over and over the hardness associated with the lower 

classes. The carnival invokes a tone of debauchery and 

physical pleasures. The characters drink, sraoke, copulate 

and fight to excess, all of them leading lives focused 

upon the physical. 
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Fmally, a related iraage present in the story is 

the city as a degenerative force. Limardo's 

disintegration begins when he initiates his pilgrimage 

to Buenos Aires. The boarding house and its tenants 

exist in a state of degradation and decay, a condition 

often witnessed in older areas of a large raetropolis. 

The atraosphere of festering corruption created by the 

characters and setting starkly portrays the iraplosion 

of the city onto itself, culrainating in Limardo's raoveraent 

toward his destruction. Limardo is repeatedly reduced 

to insignificance; his despair becoraes trivial araid the 

squalor of the neighborhood, raaking hira as rauch a victira 

of the city as of hiraself. 

"Tai-An's Long Search" is the final story of the 

collection. The story's characters are drawn frora the 

works of Ernest Braraah, to whom the story is dedicated. 

Bramah's oriental protagonist, Kai-Lung, is closely 

paralleled by the Parodi story's principal narrator, 

Shu T'ung (Dispositio 150). Shu T'ung relates to Parodi 

the history of four people: Tai An, Madarae Hsin, 

Nerairovsky, and Fang She. The story begins in China when 

a sacred jewel is stolen frora a Chinese temple. The 

thief flees and the teraple's high priest entrusts a 

raissionary with recovering the jewel. According to Shu 

T'ung, whose lengthy account is in Parodi's words 

"confused" (155), Tai An is the raagician coraraissioned 
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to retrieve the jewel. He follows the thief for nineteen 

years, and the search ends in Buenos Aires. There Tai 

An enters into a partnership with a Jewish cabinet-maker, 

Samuel Nemirovsky. The two create a business selling 

counterfeit Oriental antiques that Nemirovsky builds. 

One day Tai An encounters a poor half-starved Chinese 

woman in the street. Taking pity of his countryraan, 

Tai An allows Fang She to live in the woodshed behind 

the furniture shop. Fang She keeps to hiraself and leads 

a quiet life. 

Madame Hsin completes the triangle with Nemirovsky 

and Tai An. She is involved with both men but loyal 

to Tai An, sleeping with Nemirovsky only to ensure his 

need to produce raore and raore furniture. Nerairovsky 

spends so much on the woman that he eventually sets fire 

to the shop in order to collect the insurance money. 

Madame Hsin's primary interest lies with Tai An, because 

she too is interested in finding the jewel for herself. 

Although she is intiraately involved with Tai An, she 

does not trust hira and bribes Shu T'ung (with proraises 

of sexual rewards) to spy on the raagician when she is 

with Nerairovsky. 

When Nerairovsky and Tai An set fire to their furni-

ture shop, Tai An saves Fang She from the blaze. The 

triangle is forced to separate, and Madarae Hsin chooses 

to leave with Tai An, enraging the jealous Nerairovsky. 
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Nerairovsky uses the insurance raoney to found a fireworks 

factory, Madame Hsin and her raagician rent an apartraent, 

and Fang She reraains in the woodshed behind the ruins 

of the shop. 

The grudge between Nerairovsky and Tai An continues 

to escalate to violent heights, culrainating in a physical 

confrontation to which both police and an arabulance were 

sumraoned, A short tirae later, Fang She inforras Shu 

T'ung that he is returning to China, Shu T'ung, certain 

that Fang She is the thief Tai An had been searching 

for, immediately goes to Tai An with this inforraation, 

hoping to thwart Fang She's escape, Tai An encounters 

Nerairovsky, who is also looking for Fang She. She is, 

however, nowhere to be found. The two raen give up the 

search and go their separate ways. The following morning 

Nemirovsky, still uneasy about Fang She's disappearance, 

returns to the ruins. He does not find Fang She, but 

rather Tai An dead and half-buried beneath a willow next 

to the woodshed. Fang She is arrested a few days later 

in Montevideo on suspicion of raurder. 

The second half of the story details Fang She's 

subsequent visit to Cell 273 and Parodi's solution. It 

is revealed that Tai An, not Fang She, was the thief 

of the sacred jewel. Fang She was the raissionary 

entrusted to recover the jewel and punish the unfaithful 

evildoer. The solution of the enigraa lies in the time 
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frarae, Shu T'ung had inforraed Parodi that the thief 

had arrived in South Araerica one year previous to his 

pursuer, Fang She had indeed been in Buenos Aires one 

year longer than Tai An, However, Shu T'ung failed to 

realize (although he did raention it in his account to 

Parodi) that because Tai An had spent a year in Uruguay 

before coraing to Buenos Aires he had to be the fugitive, 

not Fang She, 

The circurastance of Tai An's insistence that Fang 

She be allowed to live in the woodshed was explained 

by Parodi to be Tai An's scherae to keep an eye on his 

pursuer, When Tai An saved Fang She from the fire it 

was purely an effort to strengthen Fang She's moral 

obligation to hira, Fang She, however, did not recognize 

any obligation to Tai An, Fang She explains to Parodi 

that he faked his departure, knowing that She T'ung would 

inforra Tai An of his plans to leave, He hid out, hoping 

to lure Tai An into revealing the location of the jewel, 

After Fang She's disappearance Tai An becarae so nervous 

about the jewel's safety that he returned to the willow 

tree where he had buried it, Fang She, who had been 

following Tai An, waited until the thief had unearthed 

the sacred stone. He then attacked Tai An and "carried 

out the necessary punishraent" (158). 

One of the strongest theraes in the story is honor, 

or the lack thereof. The story's action is initiated 
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by Tai An's lack of honor and his disrespect of the sacred 

Chinese teraple. Different perceptions of honor are 

presented in the story. Since Shu T'ung believed Tai 

An to be the magician sent to reclaim the jewel, he 

projected honorable qualities onto Tai An. The irony 

of this lies in the fact that Shu T'ung was aware of 

Tai An's disreputable dealings with Samuel Nemirovsky, 

but nevertheless, perceived Tai An as a man of honor. 

The converse of this idea is raanifested in Fang She, 

who was the truly honorable raan but who was thought to 

be the criminal. Madame Hsin was regarded as an honorable 

character by Shu T'ung and Gervasio Montenegro, demonstra-

ting Montenegro's ineptitude once again. Not only did 

Madame Hsin lack integrity (for her primary interest 

was obtaining the jewel), but she prostituted herself 

(a lack of sexual honor), always motivated by her own 

self-interest, 

The traditional relationship of good and evil pre-

sented in the story reserables the Oriental concept of 

Yin-Yang, Fang She and Tai An are of identical origin; 

they exist symbiotically. In destroying Tai An, even 

though it is the necessary punishment, Fang She diminishes 

hiraself. This is the sacrifice that raust be raade in 

order to restore harmony. 

The characters in the triangle, Madame Hsin, 

Nerairovsky, and Tai An, are all raotivated by greed. 
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Madarae Hsin is interested entirely in her own raaterial 

wellbeing. Tai An is greedy for the secret power that 

the jewel can give him, and Nemirovsky is obsessed with 

money as a tool for satisfying his lust, These three 

characters are unable to control their greed, which leads 

to the destruction of the triangle (a syrabol of power) 

and ultimately of themselves, 

The Oriental concept of raoral obligation is exposed 

as a fallacy in the story, The reader would expect Fang 

She to spare Tai An's life frora a sense of raoral debt, 

but he does not, Fang She, the true raagician, is an 

honorable raan; if he were not, the basic traditional 

relationship of good and evil would be obliterated. 

The fact that he does kill Tai An disproves the legitiraacy 

of this obligation, exposing it as a rayth. 

Numbers assurae a very iraportant role in the story. 

The solution of the story is based upon the nuraber of 

years the characters have been in the West. Syrabolic 

significance is attached to raany nurabers in the story. 

The sacred jewel was stolen nineteen years before the 

narration takes place. That nineteen, a nuraber signifying 

good fortune, is linked with what Shu T'ung refers to 

as "the dastardly deed" (138) serves to heighten the 

satirical tone of the narrative. The person who holds 

the jewel outside the teraple for twenty years will become 

all-powerful. Twenty, or ten times two, is associated 
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with dynasty, counter-balanced forces, the duality of 

all things, It represents "Kinship, infinite power" 

(Olderr 136). The number, in this case, serves as a 

foreshadowing eleraent of a possible future. Fang She 

visits Parodi after spending four raonths in jail. Four 

is associated with "rational organization; tangible 

achieveraent; justice without raercy. . . disciple; order; 

reason usually a 'huraan' number" (Olderr 53), The nuraber 

four represents Fang She's accoraplishment as well as 

his new earthly status, emphasizing the dirainishing effect 

of the murder upon its perpetration, 

The stories of Seis problemas para Don Isidro Parodi 

are all unique but with thematic eleraents that bind them 

together, The stories are not only influenced by the 

traditions of the detective genre which they follow with 

few exceptions but by raany works and writers outside 

the spectrum of the genre, This influence is raost obvious 
4 

in the dedications that precede each story. 

The first story is dedicated to José S. Alvarez, 

an author who "wrote raany books portraying the "reality" 

of his tirae: Buenos Aires and its inhabitants circa 

1890" (Dispositio 148). The dedication of "The Nights 

of Goliadkin" is to the Good Thief, This dedication 

foreshadows the character of Goliadkin, who repents of 

his thievery and, in doing so, attains "goodness" at 

the end of the story, The authors dedicate the third 
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story, "The God of the Bulls," to Alexander Pope. 

Alexander Pope's poetry epitoraizes the Neo-Classicism 

of eighteenth-century England. Pope is most well-known 

for his biting satirical verse, in particular "The Rape 

of the Lock." As with Seis problemas, Pope's victiras 

were raost often the arrogant, self-iraportant raerabers 

of fashionable society, but Borges' and Bioy Casares' 

attack is not quite so venoraous. As previously explained, 

the fourth story's dedication to Mohoraraad constitutes 

a parallel with the Coraraendatore and introduces the therae 

of destiny. The fifth story's dedication to Kafka and 

the sixth's to Ernest Braraah serve to recognize and 

point out the influences of these authors raanifested 

in each of the two works. 

M. E. Cossio exaraines the effect of both the iraplied 

and obvious intertextuality upon the eleraents of time 

and reality in the work itself. 
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understood, and which ceases to have signifi-
cance at the time when its outcorae is known; 
and the narrative which is, paradoxically, 
not narrated but adverted, which cannot be 
explained by a logical sequence of the 
happenings but by a raythical (cyclical) time, 
and which does not stop the process of signifi-
cation. Following the pattern of the detective 
story, Parodi's tales attribute identity; 
however, the concept itself is refuted by 
the other narrative that sends the narration 
back to a zone where there is not fixed time 
or space: mystery is always there. Thus 
Seis problemas para Don Isidro is a paradigm 
of paradigraatic narratives, a text that joins 
together two opposite terms and maintains 
them in play: raystery and reason, eternity 
and historicisra, identity and biography, 
individuality and likeness, originality and 
repetition. (Dispositio 150-51) 

The strongest cohesive eleraent in Seis probleraas 

is satire. None of the characters, not even Parodi him-

self, escapes the irony of their personalities or situa-

tions. Seis problemas para Don Isidro Parodi is a study 

of the Argentine personality. It is within the parody 

that the common bond between all of the characters is 

developed, each of them serving as an exaraple of specific 

Argentine foibles. Seis probleraas, through its satire, 

becoraes a study of the Argentine personality in each 

of its varied forras. The work coraplies with the tradi-

tions established by its English and Araerican predeces-

sors, while raanifesting a distinctly Argentine flavor. 

It is the focus upon Argentine eleraents that gives Seis 

probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi the distinction of being 

the first of its kind, the prototype by which later raodels 

were constructed. 
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Notes 

All references to symbolism are drawn from Steven 
Olderr's Symbolisra: A Coraprehensive Dictionary (1986). 

I would like to give special acknowledgraent to M. 
E. Cossio for the extreraely detailed analysis. I 
highly recoraraend this article to anyone interested 
in Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi. 

The Commendatore's plans are discussed in Chapter 
IV. 

M. E. Cossio exaraines these dedications in great detail 
in "A Parody of Literariness: Seis problemas para 
Don Isidro Parodi." 



CONCLUSION 

The detective story in its Argentine form passed 

through a revolutionary, circular evolvement. The 

Argentine audience had enjoyed English and Araerican works 

in translation long before Seis probleraas para Don Isidro 

^^^Q^^ ^^s published. At first, the intellectual writers 

in Argentina did not recognize the literary raerits of 

the detective genre. The few who did thought, as did 

Victoria Ocarapo, that the detective story was a forra 

best suited for English, It was not until the early 

1940s that writers like Borges and Bioy Casares began 

to experiraent with the classic raodel, proving that 

Spanish-language detective stories could successfully 

raeet international standards, 

One of the greatest contributions of Seis probleraas 

is that, through their collaborative efforts, Borges 

and Bioy Casares disintegrated national barriers that 

Argentine writers had created for theraselves, No longer 

could it be said that a literature raust be liraited by 

its type or national origin. Another accoraplishraent 

of Seis probleraas para Don Isidro Parodi is that the 

work lifted a genre, though its popular readership was 

considered sub-standard, to new intellectual and literary 

heights. The early Argentine form of the detective story 

adopted a satirical style that had not been seen in the 
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genre before. Later, intellectual writers evolved toward 

writing detective stories which addressed serious philoso-

phical theraes. Some critics believe that the early 

Argentine production of the genre offered nothing more 

than pastiches, parodies of the genre itself, This study 

does not hold that view, Although Seis probleraas does 

use satire as a priraary vehicle for the expression of 

ideas, the theraes presented in the work are certainly 

valid and of as rauch literary merit as those of later 

production, Borges' and Bioy Casares' work could with-

stand even the raost scathing criticism siraply on its 

raerit as a work of pure detective fiction because it 

adheres strictly to the basic traditional structure, 

The genre that Seis probleraas helped to cultivate 

in Argentina evolved into what was known as the "género 

policial," a forra whose primary focus lay in the intellec-

tual, investigative process, By the end of the 1940s, 

however, the literary authors began to lose interest, 

and the genre was once again relegated to a "popularized" 

status, From a historical perspective, then, Seis 

problemas served as the initiating factor in two 

occurrences: the creation of a distinct Argentine form 

within international literature, and the reevaluation 

and reformation of a form that previously was thought 

to have no literary merit. 
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Seis problemas para Don Isidro Parodi is itself 

a work of sufficient literary merit to justify its criti-

cal study, This, along with the work's enorraously signi-

ficant role in the genre's Argentine development, not 

only legitiraizes its exaraination, but suggests that future 

critics take raore notice of a work that contributed so 

much to both Argentine and international detective 

literature as a whole. 
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